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TOP INTEIROR DESIGNERS

International, influential and trendy, CovetED
is the world’s top collectors source for interior
design and luxury lifestyle news. As you know
by now we attract a sophisticated global audience
of both professionals and design lovers by
presenting a unique, curated selection of interior
design projects, exclusive interviews with the
world’s best and collectable travel guides.
2020 was a challening year due to the global
pandemic that affected us all, but we are looking
to 2021 with great optimism and positivity! That’s
why we’ve decided to launch in anticipation of a
great 2021 the ultimate Design Bible for design
aficionados. Featuring 125 amazing Interior
Designers from all around the world with
different design styles and approaches, in this
Book you’ll find the material you’ll need to dive
into the inspirational world of high end interior
design. This is best way to find the best solutions
and ideas, but also to be in touch with the latest
trends and acclaimed creators of this industry. All
the questions about the world’s top design pieces
can be answered inside this book.

© H2 Yatcht Design | Hotel Schloss Monchstein Salzburg
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AB CONCEPT
China · www.abconcept.net

© AB Concept | La Corniche Villa
© AB Concept | Four Seasons Kuala Lumpur - Bar Trigona

From Asia, this design studio has as biggest clients
the world’s leading principal hoteliers, exclusive
developers, and modern restaurants. Combining
architectural accuracy with bespoke craftsmanship
to produce interior design projects of high quality,
AB Concept is one of the most remarkable and
known design studios on the planet.

In each interior design project, AB Concept put
passion: that’s why they have become one of the
principal luxury design studios because they inspire
and surprise. Their stunning work is characterized
and defined by the particular attention to every
single detail, marvelous personal touch and also,
by the presence of fine craftsmanship pieces with
a unique design. AB Concept is a modern house
of quality design: one project created by them is a
symbol of vanguardism.

© AB Concept | La Corniche Villa

© AB Concept | Rosewood Sanya

AB Concept was founded in 1999 by Ed Ng and
Terence Ngan, a designer and architect duo who
together have throughout their career made a
remarkable impact in the world of luxury design.
The company has become a well-respected name
in hospitality, wellness, F&B, commercial and
residential properties.
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ADRIANA NICOLAU
Spain · www.adriananicolau.es

© Adriana Nicolau

Adriana Nicolau is one of the best interior
designers from Spain. Able to create and to
build remarkable interior design projects and
environments, the sophistication is her modern
design signature and also the main reason why
her unique designs are so timeless.
Heading her own studio, for over 10 years Adriana
Nicolau has been adding experiences to spaces with
her ideas, dreams, and passion for design. All of her
projects are made with optimism. Lover of natural
philosophy and a dedicated environmentalist,
Nicolau always looks to ecological materials and
elements that transport us back to nature.

Each project is carried out in a unique way
where emotion and her distinctive great smile
are involved and, unsurprisingly, most of her
designs follow a mid-century modern and a
colorful approach. After all, Adriana Nicolou is
known for her amazing and unique use of colors.

© Adriana Nicolau

The Bumpgreen in Madrid marked a before and
after in Adrian Nicolau’s career. Together with

Tomás Nofre and Rubén Vaquer, Adriana Nicolau
opened a new concept in green restaurant
inspired in the luxury of past eras. The design’s
inspiration was on the old mansion in the English
countryside in which the Spanish interior
designer incorporated a naturalist philosophy
with details recalling the natural world. This is
a place to enjoy with yourself, that invite you to
know the slow food, taste the nearby cuisine and
respectful practices for the environment.
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AEDAS ARCHITECTS
China · www.aedas.com

© One Avenue Tianyuan Show Flats

© Aedas Architects | One Avenue
Tianyuan Show Flats

Worldwide, Aedas is known for excellence in
design, documentation and timely completion
of projects. This reputation has enabled Aedas
Interiors to earn numerous repeated commissions
from clients who settle for nothing but the best.

Currently, Aedas employ over 190 interior
designers, with offices in Hong Kong, Shanghai,
Macau, Singapore, Dubai and London. Each
project of Aedas includes designers that
understand and respect the social and cultural
needs of the local community they are designing
for and thats why quality permeates every
activity and decision they take.

© Aedas Architects | One Avenue Tianyuan Show Flats

Aedas is a specialist interior design company
based in the Middle East that provides design
consultancy services in the hospitality,
residential, corporate office, retail, lifestyle and
leisure markets.
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ANEMONE WILLE VÅG

One of her latest projects is the Clarion Hotel,
a new and spectacular hotel where guests will
experience a “love affair” between early classics,
balanced design and the pioneering design of
the future. Lund + Slaatto Architects were the
architects behind the design of the hotel and
Anemone Wille Våge was the interior designer
for the restaurants and public areas.

Norway · www.anemone.no

© Anemone Wille Våg

Anemone Wille Våge and her team have been
represented in the prestigious Andrew Martin
Design review 4 years in a row, and she has
also won both Europe’s Best Design Hotel and
European Hotel Design Awards for the work
with The Thief.

© Anemone Wille Våg

Anemone Wille Våge is an Oslo based interior
designer that has a huge portfolio of both
residential and commercial work since 1989.
She started out with editorial work as a stylist
for interior magazines, and today she has her
own company with a highly skilled team to
support her.

Anemone Wille Våge has put her signature on
interiors across Scandinavia, France, Britain,
Spain and the United States. The portfolio
includes several Norwegian landmarks, from
upgrading of the venerable Theatercaféen and
2. Etage at Hotel Continental to producing the
stunning interior design for the luxury hotel
The Thief.

© Anemone Wille Våg

Her work includes both residential and commercial
projects such as hotels, restaurants, offices, and
chalets.In the past years, Anemone and her team
shift from the modern to the classic, where the
goal is to make something unique based on the

customer and the site’s characteristics. To add
value to this tailoring is often part of the task,
where every materials from furniture to textiles
are individualized for the project.
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ALEXANDRA FEDOROVA
Russia · www.fedorova.ru

© Alexandra Fedorova

© Alexandra Fedorova

Born in Moscow, Alexandra Fedorova has an
extensive background in architecture, being
quite the accomplished artist in the field. Having
worked in institutions, such as UB Design Studio,
SUE Moscow Research and Mosproekt 4, the
gifted architect and designer has managed her
own architectural bureau since 2004, getting
specialised in designing residential and public
buildings as well as interiors.

© Alexandra Fedorova

Best describing her philosophy as timeless, her
bureau prides itself on conceiving trendy and
valuable settings and designs that will still matter
as time goes by. Independently of the type of

service, they always approach a work from an
architectural standpoint. In order to have the best
outcome, Fedorova believes that one must pay
close attention to every particularity of a project,
emphasising the importance of discovering the
right architects or designers. It is not an individual
art form, it is rather complex and lengthy, thus the
designer gives a piece of advice in not trying to do
everything by oneself.
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ALIX LAWSON
UK · www.alixlawson.com

© Alix Lawson | Dubai

© Alix Lawson | Dubai

Alix Lawson is one of the rising stars of the interior
design industry. A firm believer that simplicity is
the new luxury, Alix was just 23 when she started
her first Interior Design practice in London
which she ran until 2018. Today, Alix runs the
interiors Lifestyle brand Alix Lawson that fully
represents contemporary minimalism, a blend
of Scandinavian, Australian and Japanese design
styles striving to bring tranquility and intelligent
design into homes.

© Alix Lawson | Notting Hill

In recent years, Alix have been published in
countless design magazines including the FT
How to Spend it, The Sunday Times, Vogue and
Wallpaper Magazine, This is a hallmark of Alix’s
keen sense of style and creative approach to the
design world. We can bet this is only the beginning
for this marvelous designer and her designstudio.

© Alix Lawson | Notting Hill

Her design studio’s signature aesthetic and belief
centers around a more minimalistic movement,
but in a conscious way. Her designs don’t follow a

minimalist approach just because its the trend right
now.They are truly well thought out projects that
even though follow the “less is more” philosophy
still have that richness that derives from Alix’s
amazing sense of style and creativity.
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AMANDA HAMILTON
Canada · www.amandahamiltondesign.com

© Amanda Hamilton | Courtney’s Photos

© Amanda Hamilton | Courtney’s Photos

© Amanda Hamilton | Courtney’s Photos

© Amanda Hamilton | Courtney’s Photos

The studio is committed to a collaborative,
inclusive process that is rooted in exploration
to ensure spaces embody the values and
capture the character of each client. Hamilton
unearths inspiration from significant cultural
and social influences which are purposely
woven into her work, providing depth to the
design narrative.
© Amanda Hamilton | Courtney’s Photos

Founder and Creative Director of Amanda
Hamilton Interior Design and Palette Archives
and the Co-Founder of The Procurement
Agency, Amanda’s bold and unorthodox
approach to design and business has made her
one of the most sought- after creative minds
in Canada. Known as the studio that executes
cool projects with stylish people, Amanda
Hamilton Interior Design has earned an
extensive and intentionally diverse portfolio
spanning residential, hospitality, commercial
and retail markets across Western Canada.
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AMY LAU

USA · www.amylaudesign.com

© Amy Lau

Amy Lau founded her New York design firm
in 2001. Her portfolio of luxurious residential
interiors includes an array of artistic and
sophisticated homes throughout the world.
Her work has been featured in Architectural
Digest, The New York Times, Elle Decor, House
Beautiful, Martha Stewart Living, and Luxe
Interiors + Design.
The Arizona native developed a deep passion for
design and honed her curatorial eye studying
eminent historians. She received her master’s
in fine and decorative art from the prestigious
Sotheby’s Institute of Art. She then served as a
director at Thomas O’Brien’s Aero and spent five
years as the design director of noted mid-century
specialist Lin-Weinberg Gallery in New York City.

Her exuberance and expertise have made Amy a
sought-after speaker and panelist at conferences
and in forums around the world. Amy Lau
also published a monograph in 2011, and Amy
accepted an honorary doctorate from New York
School of Interior Design the following year. She
served as a spokesperson for Benjamin Moore’s
2010-2011 print, television, and online campaign
“Paint with the Very Best.” She has designed
spaces for renowned show houses like Kips Bay
in New York and has created distinctive interior
installations for Kohler, Bergdorf Goodman, and
the Showtime television network.

© Amy Lau
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ANDRE FU

China · www.andrefustudio.com

© Andre Fu

Out of the former British colony of Hong Kong
comes a fresh voice in the world of interior
design, Andre Fu. He has decorated and designed
everything from high-end luxury hotel restaurants
around the globe, such as the Kioku Four Seasons
in Seoul, to Art Galleries, such as Perrotin Tokyo.
In fact, Andre Fu has already an extensive portfolio
of projects throughout Asia and Europe.
Fu and his AFSO have revolutionized the concept
of modern luxury with a series of projects that
reflect Fu’s signature artistic perspective and
timeless sensibility. For the past decade and a
half, Fu’s vision has been defined by a seamless
alignment of cultural and design sensibilities,

modern luxury, art, and craftsmanship. A trained
architect, his projects span scales and typologies,
continuously bridging the gap between cultures,
and drawing as naturally on European principles
of beauty as from Oriental qualities, traditions,
and modernity.
His sense of style and artistry can be seen, felt,
and immerse anyone into a pleasurable state
of relaxation and wholeness. Projects such as
the decoration of Kerry Hotel, located in the
Kowloon Waterfront – actually the first hotel
to be built on this location in 20 years - displays
a carefully maintained harmony between the
exterior and interior.
© André Fu
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APPLEGATE TRAN INTERIORS
USA · www.applegatetran.com

© Applegate Tran Interiors | Pacific Heights Apartment
© Applegate Tran Interiors | Pacific Heights Apartment

When admiring their amazing projects we can
find in them that true sense of style and love
for that contemporary design look mixed with
a very unique design luxury energy that is so
characteristic of this studio!

In their attention to all details when they grab an
Interior Design Project, they not only focus on
interior design, but they include all the interior
architecture of the spaces, blending them together
and creating the most brilliant room modern
design decorations. In every single Interior Design
Project that they create, Vernon Applegate and
Gioi Tran take the time to listen to their clients,
wanting to know them and their lifestyle. With all
that information, they create the most amazing,
beautiful, and functional rooms.

© Applegate Tran Interiors | Pacific Heights Apartment

© Applegate Tran Interiors | Pacific Heights Apartment

The award-winning team of Vernon Applegate
and Gioi Tran combines over 20 years of Interior
Design practice. With projects all over the United
States and Asia, Applegate Tran Interiors is one
of the most lavish, powerful, and creative design
studios in the United States right now!
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ARTHUR DUNNAM FOR JED
JOHNSON STUDIO
USA · www.adforjj.com

With a strong and luxury approach to their
designs, Arthur Dunnam for Jed Johnson Studio’s
projects represent a masterclass in design with a
contemporary twist. They are as iconic as Arthur
Dunnam and the Jed Johnson.

© Arthur Dunnam for Jed Johnson Studio | NYC Penthouse Project

The name Jed Johnson is a symbol of US Design
excellency. Johnsson forged the Jed Johnsson
and Associates design studio more than thirty
years ago and the studio quickly became a
household name in the design industry of
New York. When Jed tragically perished on
an airplane acidente, Arthur Dunnan was
appointed Design Director and continued the
success path that Jed Johnsson outlined.

Unsurprisingly, Dunnan had tremendous success
and managed to elevate the design studio to new
heights and goals and that’s why, today, his name
sits deservly next to Johnsson’s in the name of
the studio!

© Arthur Dunnam for Jed Johnson Studio | NYC Penthouse Project

© Arthur Dunnam for Jed Johnson Studio | NYC Penthouse Project

Arthur Dunnam for Jed Johnson Studio formed
at the end of 2016 to continue the work of Jed
Johnson Associates, which Arthur had served as
Design Director of for the past twenty years.
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ASTET STUDIO
Spain · www.astet.studio

© Astet Studio

Astet is a Barcelona based designed practice formed
by an international team of design working in the
fields of architecture, interior design, furniture
design, and creative art direction.
With strong projects all over Europe mainly in
the field of hospitality, Astet is quickly gaining
the reputation of one of the most powerful and
impressive design studios of Spain. All in all,
Astet’s main goal is to achieve balance in every
project — between the organic and the technical,
simplicity, and richness!

Astet’s work is ultimately defined by authenticity.
Their work benefits originality, creativity and
functionality, after all they became known
worldwide by their amazing restaurant design
projects! They also favor a balance between
simplicity and complexity. How they achieve
this balance? They do it by focusing on achieving
spaces with personality that showcase their
creative balance!

© Astet Studio
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ATELIER BIAGETTI
Italy · www.atelierbiagetti.com

The two founders of Atelier Biagetti have drawn
inspiration from all over the world, specifically in
regards to human behaviour and contemporary
society’s greatest obsessions. Through their work,
they aim to construct an immersive environment
filled with clues and hints in which the objects
become characters in the amazing design scenes.

© Atelier Biagetti

© Atelier Biagetti

Atelier Biagetti is a company that consists of the
culmination of the work of both Alberto Biagetti
and Laura Baldassari. These two are used to
challenging the boundaries between disciplines,
while at the same time drawing inspiration from
the world around them.

Both Alberto Biagetti and Laura Baldassari
are currently living and working in Milan, and
both have had an extensive career before fate
eventually brought them together to create
Atelier Biagetti. Their work is varied within the
design area. It includes a series of actions such
as installations, objects and performances. Their
projects have been applied to public institutions,
private spaces, museums and galleries in Italy
and all over the world. Not to mention the fact
that their work has already been featured in top
design events and places such as the Triennale
di Milano, Art Basel Design Miami, Galleria
Riccardo Crespi, and many more.

© Atelier Biagetti

© Atelier Biagetti
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BEN WU

China · www.benwustudio.com

© Ben Wu

Ben Wu’s journey into the design is one that has
taken him from the study of traditional Chinese ink
paintings, to the dizzy heights of high-end hotels
in New York City. In 1998 Wu established WS
DESIGN, a studio that now encompasses multiple
design and lifestyle brands. His work transcends
borders thanks to the unique design philosophy of
‘Modern Oriental’, which strives to combine the
best of both Eastern and Western design.

real estate and hotel but also well received in
the overall design of interior furnishings with
its high-end and unique customer target, which
creates a wonderful effect and brings enormous
profit to enterprises and owners.
Ben Wu truly is one of the best designers in China
and will definitely become a force to be reckoned
with in the Design Industry. No wonder he was
recently awarded The Andrew Martin Award...

He co-founded the prestigious W. DESIGN Co.,
Ltd, a well-known interior design corporation that
belongs to W + S DECO GROUP. W. DESIGN is
not only famous for interior design in high-end
© Ben Wu
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BERGMAN & MAR
UK · www.bergmanandmar.com

© Bergman & Mar | Lillie Square Apartmat | Photo by Taran Wilku

For Arko, Bergman & Mar’s ethos is very much
based on her strong design influences and life
inspirations. The studio’s core passion, just like
Arko’s passion, is delivering quality design and
offering interior solutions that improve the way
we all live in our homes, placing people at the
centre of our interiors.

Giving preference to stunning design pieces
Made in the UK, Bergman & Mar’’s project
perfectly represent the British Design identity
and give the opportunity for British made pieces
to shine, especially when they are paired up with
other amazing pieces by renowned international
brands like Koll, Vitra or Cassina. In the mind
of Arko, project is a success when every piece
is just perfect for space and delivers well above
the cost incurred and that’s why they never stop
until the perfect piece is found for that particular
project. After all, for Arko and her team the
design they create shouldn’t be for single-use
and should always last forever!

© Bergman & Mar | Lillie Square Apartmat | Photo by Taran Wilku

© Bergman & Mar | Lillie Square Apartmat | Photo by Taran Wilku

Extraordinaire interior designer Petra Arko set
up Bergman & Mar in 2015. Five years later,
Bergman & Mar are, without a doubt, one of the
hottest design studios in today’s London design
scene, having completed dozens of high profiles
projects! This success can be attributed to Petra
Arko’s amazing style and vision, but also to the
talented team that helps her create amazing
designs for her clientele!
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BISHOP DESIGN
UAE · www.wearebishopdesign.com

the areas of commercial, hospitality, retail and
residential design.
Distinguished by a unique design style, Paul
Bishop is famous for breaking boundaries in his
amazing design projects. And thats probably
why he has received over sixty awards both
regionally and Internationally including being
named the Interior Design Boutique Firm of the
Year at the Commercial Interior Design Awards
for two consecutive years where, according
to the judges, the success of the diverse range
of projects illustrates the powerful grasp of
his design firm Bishop Design LLC has on the
regions top players of the ndustry. From Michelin
star chefs and celebrities, through to fitness
fanatics and global restaurant chains, Bishop has
created design project for some of the world’s
top personalities.

© Bishop Design

This renowned interior designer has been
developing unique design projects across the
world and collecting several international
awards for his one of a kind ideas. Even
though Paul Bishop is a global designer he has
continuously completed projects across the
entire MENA region that, as we can see from
his vast portfolio, is where we can find most of
his grandiose and award-winning projects in

© Bishop Design

© Bishop Design

Paul Bishop founded his remarkable design studio,
called bishop Design in 2004, and has since been
impressing the world of design. Inspired by some
of the most iconic personalities in the interior
design industry, such as Vivienne Westwood,
Ettore Sottsass, Carlo Scarpa, Marcel Duchamp,
Ron Arad, Ridley Scott, and Jamie Reed, Bishop
has become one of the most searched interior
designers in the world!
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BOLSHAKOVA INTERIORS
Ukraine · www.bolshakova-interiors.com

© Bolshakova Interiors

© Bolshakova Interiors

Based in the Ukraine but with offices in France and
Cyprus, Bolshakova Interiors has been producing
stunning contemporary, elegant and classy design
projects all over Europe for quite some time now.
They are led by Natalia Bolshakova who is also the
director of the Society of British and International
Design in Ukraine and winner of the European
Property Awards 2015.

© Bolshakova Interiors
Photo Credits: sajdsakjhdk

Bolshakova Interiors are clearly a name to be
reckoned with within the Design Industry. Their
style can be defined as a contemporary high-end
luxury vibe with incredible classic details that give
their amazing designs a sort of regal vision! Even
though they incorporate distinct style elements,
Bolshakova Interiors always designs projects that
are always functional and undoubtedly sleek.
© Bolshakova Interiors

The strong methods developed by Nataly formed
the basis of the studio. Its essence is attention to
the wishes of the client and careful management
of each stage of the project, and this allows the
creation of lasting universal design. These amazing

values are shared by a strong and creative team
that supports Natalia’s conceptions and shares her
amazing creative vision.
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BRENDAN WONG
Australia · www.brendanwong.com

© Brendan Wong

© Brenda Wong

Interior designer Brendan Wong has earned
himself a rock-solid reputation in all the
right circles. From gracing the pages of our
finest interior design magazines to gloriously
transforming some of Sydney’s most luxurious
and enviable residences, his unmistakable
trademarks of attainable decadence and princely
sophistication have brought untold joy to many
a creative, discerning and property-owning eye.

His residential services include furnishing and
interior decoration, renovation and restoration
of existing homes, and design partnerships to
develop new homes. Their varied client base
allows them to deliver well-considered interiors
not limited to a singular style.

© Brendan Wong

Brendan Wong Design constantly strives to
demonstrate the highest levels of clarity,
sophistication and craftsmanship at all levels
within their interiors. “Brendan uses good-quality,
well-detailed materials that are layered with

furniture and art to evoke restrained luxury”
(Belle Magazine). The designers recognize the
importance of exceeding the expectations of
their discerning clients.
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BROWN DAVIS
USA · www.browndavis.com

© Brown Davis

© Brown Davis

Todd Davis and Rob Brown joined their shared
passion for classic architecture, discerning
environments, and extraordinary craftsmanship
to create Brown Davis Architecture & Interiors
in 1994.

this precise reason, the Brown Davis architectural
team trains their exacting eye on the technical
and design challenges of each project to ensure
proper proportions, details, materials and an
efficient build process.

From then on, this duo created stunning design
projects that can be defined has greatest luxury.
In fact, today, “greatest luxury” can be defined as
their signature due to the magnitude and quality
of their luxurious projects!

If we have to define them with a style we have
to say that the saturated hues, tropical landscape
and design mecca of Miami have influenced
a bold aesthetic that resists conformity. It is
instead a uniquely American perspective, fusing
the traditional roots of classicism, with an
international, modern, sensual vitality.
© Brown Davis

© Brown Davis

We can easily say that creative and bespoke
architecture is the foundation of each project
whether modern, transitional or traditional. For
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CAMERON INTERIORS
China · www.cameroninteriors.com.hk

© Cameron Interiors | The Cullinan

They offer a complete range of high-end interior
services from the initial design brief to the
handing over the space. Their main aim to fulfill
their clients’ needs to the fullest extend in a
simple, thoughtful and streamlined way.

From small to large-scale residential properties
as well as commercial and corporate design
projects, Cameron Interiors will continue to wow
design aficionados worldwide.

With projects all over Asia, Cameron Interiors
recently completed one of its most accomplished

© Cameron Interiors | The Cullinan

projects to date. Their design work of The Cullinan
is now an award-winning interior design project
that perfectly mirrors the studio’s mission to create
personalized interiors. This wasn’t, however,
Cameron Interiors first award-winning work but
it’s definitely one of the most lavish ones!

© Cameron Interiors | The Cullinan

© Cameron Interiors | The Cullinan

Based in Hong Kong, Cameron Interiors is
a strong branded design studio with vast
experience in designing interior spaces. Since
its foundation, the Cameron Interiors Ltd. have
been mastering the art to complete a project
from its inception to completion.
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CAMERON WOO DESIGN
Singapore · www.cameronwoodesign.com

© Cameron Woo Design | Nassim Park Residences

© Cameron Woo Design | The Orange Grove Showflat

Their multi-award winning interior design
studio was the acclaimed recipient of highly
prestigious awards, such as the World’s Best
Interior Design, the Asia Pacific’s Best Interior
Design and the Singapore’s Best Interior
Design awards. For interior design firms like
the Cameron Woo run CWD, this awards are
important but Cameron Woo and his Team

According to Cameron Woo, the design art is
a vocation and the learning process is infinite,
challenging and exciting. There are so many
people they would love to collaborate with, so
many countries that they have yet to work in,
so there will always be something more to
accomplish in the many hours left in the day and
days left in the year and years left in a lifetime.

© Cameron Woo Design | The Orange Grove

know very well that to keep themselves in
the top of the game they constantly have to
innovate, adapt and evolve so they can explore
opportunities outside of Singapore and actually
work in different parts of the Asia Pacific region.

© Cameron Woo Design | Seafront on Meyer

Founded in 2000, Cameron Woo Design is a
multi-award winning, international interior
design, and lifestyle firm, specializing in creating
distinct spaces for private clients from around the
world and most well-known property developers.
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CARLISLE DESIGN STUDIO
UK · www.carlisledesignstudio.com

© Carlisle Design Studio : One Hyde Park | Sikora Photography

Working across all business sectors, as a collective
they offer a holistic turnkey service, marrying
creative ingenuity with rigorous management
their aim is to exceed their clients’ aspirations

be it a private residence, development, for
Hospitality or as an investment. Carlisle Design
Studio is, in fact, part of a larger family of design
specialists. They are a part of Phoenix Prime, a
multi-disciplinary collective of property and
design experts in Development Management,
Architecture, Interior Design and Brokerage,
who offer a holistic turnkey service for the
world’s most exclusive real estate.
One of this studio’s latest projects is a luxury
apartment located in Knightsbridge in London
that is the embodiment of true modern elegance.
The brief for the studio was to create the finest
project with the finest service at the most
exclusive address in the world and they fully
achieve that by presenting a stunning project
filled with modern inspirations.

© Carlisle Design Studio : One Hyde Park | Sikora Photography

Carlisle Design Studio is an internationally
acclaimed and Award-Winning design practice,
offering Interior Design, Interior Architecture,
Design Management and Procurement services.
Based in London’s Belgravia, the studio employs
a breadth of expertise with Architects, Interior
Designers, Lighting and Product Designers
from ten nationalities, reflecting its ability to
offer design services on a truly international
stage. The team is united by its core values of
‘integrity’, ‘trust’ and ‘transparency’ and it is
these values that they bring to every aspect of
every commission they undertake.
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CARLO DONATI
Italy · www.carlodonati.it

© Carlo Donati / Essential Home

© Carlo Donati / Essential Home

© Carlo Donati / Essential Home

From unique residential projects to commercial
and hospitality interiors, and even exquisite
furniture collections, Carlo Donati has never let
any design lover down with his unique creativity
and inspirations!

In every design project, no matter the style,
contemporary, mid-century or modern, Carlo

For Carlo Donati, every project is unique, so
it’s important to include in the design unique
furniture ideas, specially tailored to each interior.
His constant research for new material solutions
and the attention for the chromatic palette is
what makes his design projects so exclusive.

© Carlo Donati / Essential Home
Photo Credits: sajdsakjhdk

Famous for being one of the best multifaceted
interior design studio’s in the world, Carlo
Donati was able to also reinvent the world of
commercial interiors. So much so that most
of his design projects have been published
in the international press, such as the most
influential interior design magazines and books
of architecture in Italy and all over the world.

Donati’s minimalist approach is always
contaminated by chromatic and graphic
suggestions inspired by the theme chosen in the
planning process. Obsessed with perfection and
attention to every detail, the Italian designer
loves to use both artificial and natural light
to emphasize volumes and perspectives of his
design project.
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CASA DO PASSADIÇO
Portugal · www.casadopassadico.com

Considered leaders of the design industry in
Portugal, Casa do Passadiço specializes in
luxurious high-end interiors and architecture.
Designing private residences, yachts and public
spaces with contemporary elegance and discreet
luxury is their forte.

for the fashion brand Aquazzura. However, this
is just one project and one single element of
their magnificent portfolio that includes luxury
manors, incredible hospitality projects and, off
course, their amazing showroom in Lisbon.
The Soares sisters have exquisite taste and a
love for scouring the globe for vintage finds and
cultural inspiration.Their love for design and
elegance, but also their passion for bold design
and extravagance know no boundaries and that’s
why Casa do passadiçlo is one of those studios
whose projects we will keep continue to see all
over the world!

© Casa do Passadiço

© Casa do Passadiço

In recent years, Casa do passadiço became
known worldwide for creating the visual identity

© Casa do Passadiço

© Casa do Passadiço

Sisters Cláudia and Catarina Soares Pereira
joined their mother Caterina Rosas atelier Casa
do Passadiço interiors soon after its founding in
1992. What began as a small showroom based
in Braga, Portugal, in an 18th century Manor
House with the same name, is today a full-scale
architecture and interior design firm.
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CELIA SAWYER
UK · www.celiasawyer.com

© Celia Sawyer

© Celia Sawyer

When speaking about inspirations from the
field of Interior Design, Celia Sawyer is always
on the list. This amazing Interior Designer and
Entrepreneur has inspired the world with her
architectural and design projects that have a
special touch and their own fingerprint.

Celia Sawyer worked with Royalties, was
invited to do the project of a new helicopter of
President Trump or small commercial projects.
Today, her company designs luxury residential
homes, superyachts, aviation, commercial
properties and projects in the leisure industry
worldwide. They are always giving plenty of
attention to details, especially when picking the
different pieces of furniture.
© Celia Sawyer

Surprisingly Celia Sawyer’s career firstly
started in the photography business. First of all,
photography was something Celia loved since
she was a young girl. After a while, she was
refurbishing property she bought and it came up
to be such a great project that people seeing it.

That’s how Celia Sawyer built her clientele and
until now it is lasting for 20 years already!
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CHAD OPPENHEIM
USA · www.oppenoffice.com

Each project of Oppenheim Architecture melds
innovative structural strategies to create an
architecture that is elegantly reductive yet
provocatively romantic, diminishing the visual
impact of the building while reconciling it to the
urban context that surrounds it.
Currently, Oppenheim Architecture specialises
in hotels and resorts, retail, commercial and
residential projects. Today the firm is recognised
for its environmental approach and respect for
the relationship between man and nature and,
in a world where sustainability and eco friendly
approaches are valued, Oppenheim Architecture
is cleary a studio on the vanguard of modernity.

© Oppenheim Architecture | Photo: Karen Fuchs

Oppenheim Architecture’s projects range
between hospitality, commercial mixed-use,
retail, and residential buildings in over 25
countries. This amazing firm is redefining
architecture in tropical South Florida and
beyond, and challenging the status quo of design
quality in a developer-driven market through
the combination of cutting-edge architecture,
innovative spatial arrangements, and contextual
urban planning.

© Oppenheim Architecture | Photo: Rory Gardiner

© Oppenheim Architecture | Photo: Karen Fuchs

Oppenheim Architecture is an architecture,
planning, and interior practice based in Miami,
New York, and Basel founded in 1999 by Chad
Oppenheim. Over the years the firm has received
multiple distinctions.
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CILIEGIO INTERIOR
Russia · www.ciliegiointerior.ru

© Ciliegio Interior

© Ciliegio Interior

© Ciliegio Interior

Ciliegio Interior is an amazing design company
with a portfolio filled with stunning interior
design projects where luxury seems to be the
only rule they follow, as the talented team
defends each project is unique in its own way.

With amazing projects all across the World and
with thousands of relations built within this
Industry, Ciliegio Interior has a strong reputation
in the World’s Design Industry, and that’s why
their name is well known all across Russia and
even Europe as Top Deliverers of a Luxury
Design and Style, namely in Italy where Ciliegio
Interior enjoys a well deserved fame!
© Ciliegio Interior

According to Ciliego Interior “the interior design
of an apartment or house should fully express
the individual style of the apartment, house,
where every smallest detail of the interior of the
house and each object forms its unique image,
combining beauty, functionality, and cosiness”.
As one of the premium Design Studios in
Russia, Ciliegio Interior can help you choose and

purchase the optimal interior that will fit into
the overall concept and style of your home or
apartment, and simply delight your eye.
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COCHET PAÏS ARCHITECTURE
France · www.cochetpais.com

Respect for humankind and the environment
is their motto and it’s present in every project
they accomplish, from a yacht to a luxury villa.
With projects all over Europe, Cochet Païs
Architecture creates spaces that are as beautiful
as they are functional. They also specialize in
residential high-end but also in some prestigious
commercial and multi-residential projects.
This design studio is surrounded by qualified
companies and quality craftsmen that pay their
full attention, in order to create the most special
and bespoke projects. The goal is to establish a
beautiful and functional ambiance, and Cochet
Païs Architecture has managed to achieve it in
the most perfect way.

© Cochet Paıs Architecture

Cochet Païs Architecture is a family-owned design
studio created by Yannick Cochet and Gregory
Païs, two cousins (an interior designer and a project
manager) that benefit from unique complicity and
bond. Their studio has an office in Paris but the main
studio is located in the heart of the French Riviera,
in Cap d’Antibes, featuring a multidisciplinary team
of architects, interior designers, and decorators
that love refurbishing every space.

© Cochet Paıs Architecture

© Cochet Paıs Architecture

Cochet Païs Architecture is a family-owned design
studio created by Yannick Cochet and Gregory
Païs that has developed many amazing projects
throughout their years of experience. Founded by
an interior designer and a project manager, they
thrive on unique complicity and are always able
to complete each other with their skills.
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COREY DAMEN JENKIS
USA · www.coreydamenjenkins.com

© Corey Damen Jenkis | Kips Bay

© Corey Damen Jenkis | Kips Bay

Based in Detroit and New York, Corey Damen
Jenkis is a nationally acclaimed designer and
author that is known in the design industry for
mixing vivid colors with layered patterns to create
architecturally inspired spaces that are polished,
inventive and unexpected.

Damen Jenkins and his Design Team have one
clear statement mission: creating interiors that are
elegant and luxurious but also functional, practical
and never stuffy. And their years of experience
and education have enabled them to accomplish
this mission perfectly!

© Corey Damen Jenkis

Taking cues from the haute couture runway,
Damen Jenkins projects feature luxurious and
refined materials. No wonder that Corey is an
inducted member of ELLE Décor’s prestigious

A-List, an authority that annually recognizes
the world’s premier designers. His bold interiors
have graced the front covers of other amazing
publications in the US, but also worldwide.
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DARA HUANG
USA · www.dhliberty.com

© Dara Huang

Famed architect Dara Huang is the founder of
award-winning architecture and design studio
Design Haus Liberty. Since 2013, she and her
team have been designing innovative buildings
across the world.

Design Haus Liberty has been exhibited at the
Architecture Venice Biennale and Somerset
House. Design Haus Liberty in recently years
has expanded with DH Liberty Lux, a bespoke
lighting company and the newest venture, a
furniture collection sculpted by Ochre House.
© Dara Huang

A trained architect, Dara graduated from Harvard
University with a BA and MA in Architecture,
then worked at Herzog de Meuron in Switzerland
and Foster + Partners in London. During this
time, she worked on Skyscraper, 56 Leonard

Street, New York City and The Tate Modern II
museum in London.
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DAUN CURRY
USA · www.dauncurry.com

© Daun Curry

In 2019, the New York-based interior designer
Daun Curry has been announced as the winner
of the highly prestigious Andrew Martin
Interior Designer of the Year Award, joining
highly prestigious names lime Kelly Hoppen,
Nicky Haslam and Rose Uniacke that also won
this award.

Daun Curry is well known for incorporating
unique finishes, textures, and materials that
enhance the delicate balance between shapes,
color, light, and shade, the clients’ history and
lifestyle remains the impetus for each design.
She is a designer that likes to take risks and
that, above all, creates a sense of uniqueness
with her work!

© Daun Curry

That award only highlighted even further the
amazing design capacity of Daun Curry that is
now a days considered one of the best interior
designers of the United States...and deservingly
so. Since founding her design studio in 2009,
Daun Curry has been presenting amazing
interiors projects that have spanned the U.S.

and the World, ranging from luxurious loft-like
penthouses in New York City and Las Vegas, to
season-ready Hamptons homes, and beach- side
getaways in California.
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DAVID COLLINS STUDIO
UK · www.davidcollins.studio

© David Collins Studio | Park Avenue

© David Collins Studio | The Buckingham

Today the creative director of David Collins
Studio is Simon Rawlings. Throughout his 16 years
with the company, he has been fundamental in
defining and implementing the studio’s creative
vision, working in close collaboration with the
late David Collins and the creative team.

The studio have been involved in designing
unique projects for a wide range of clients both
in the commercial worlds of high fashion as well
as the design of some of London’s most loved and
revered restaurants, hotels and bars. Works for
private clients are no less impressive although
they have developed a reputation for discretion
as well as creativity in work designing homes
for those who appreciate beauty, comfort and
attention to detail.

© David Collins Studio | Le Meridien Seoul Presidential Suite

David Collins Studio is the best recognized for
his luxury restaurant and bar interiors that can
be found all over London and in many places
abroad. After the death of its co-founder David
Collins, the David Collins Studio continue its
mission to inspire the world and to honor the
bright legacy of its creative founder.
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DAVID HICKS
Australia · www.davidhicks.com

© David Hicks | Banff Apartment

David Hicks is an internationally acclaimed
interior and building design practice. Founded in
2001 and based in Australia with an office in Los
Angeles, USA, Principal David Hicks leads a team
of like-minded, highly motivated interior designers
and architects. David Hicks specializes in providing
bespoke design experiences for private residences,
residential developments, hotels, restaurants, retail
stores and corporate offices.

His principles are based on modernist design,
emphasizing clarity of form with streamlined,
resolved spaces that transition from inside to
outside. David also has his own line of bespoke
furniture and rugs, allowing him to offer a
complete service of interior design.

© David Hicks | Banff Apartment

Known for including all kinds of materials,
from wood to glass, David puts in his interiors
amazingly fancy, luxury, really modern look,
creating a place where everyone would want to

live. His interiors are really bright, with mostly
white walls, which makes the place look even
bigger and with more space. The place can
breathe, people feel comfortable and free inside,
and with modern artistic details like pictures
and statues, the place is completely fulfilled with
artistic work.
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DESIGN INTERVENTION
Singapore · www.designintervention.com.sg

of their clients. Putting together exquisite home
designs requires extensive knowledge of the right
brands to use in each setting.
Unlike most local designers who gravitate
towards Scandinavian, Industrial or Minimalism
styles, Design Intervention is all about a
maximalist way of life. It’s without a doubt that
they have a unique style and quality approach
that turned them into industry leaders in Middle
East and Asia,.

© Design Intervention | Penthouse, Thailand

Design Intervention utilizes the transformative
power of design to improve the lives and well-being

© Design Intervention | Penthouse, Thailand

© Design Intervention | Penthouse, Thailand

Design Intervention was established in 2004
and is helmed by partners Nikki Hunt and
Andrea Savage. Over the years the design firm
has made quite a name for themselves, creating
award-wining projects, and receiving accolades
from the industries’ most renowned sources.
Their mission goes far beyond aesthetics as they
create environments that make people feel good
and live well.
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DIMORESTUDIO
Italy · www.dimorestudio.eu

In all these years of existence, DIMORESTUDIO
have built a name for mixing a decadent aesthetic
of jewelled tones, distinctive textiles, vintage
furniture, and contemporary artwork, and all in
a way that without experiencing it for yourself,
might make you question if it could all really
work together. They have been responsible for
stunning projects across the planet, but some
of their most exquisite projects can be found
in Europe and they include the FENDI store in
Montecarlo, the Leo’s Arts Club in London or the
Aesop Corso Magenta in Milan!

© DIMORESTUDIO

They also have the DIMOREGALLERY which
is a home, a journey, an experience, a dialogue
between past and present. Every object selected
or created by designers Emiliano Salci and Britt
Moran has a story and an allure capturing the
imagination in a way in which only art and design
are able, and they use the DIMOREGALLERY to
showcase the art and essence behind all those

objects. Each room unveils a different emotion
(joy, surprise, nostalgia) leading the visitor
towards the discovery of elusive colors and
precious materials, where the quest for form
reveals the presence of objects and makes this
journey unique and emotive.

© DIMORESTUDIO

© DIMORESTUDIO

In 2003, Emiliano Salci and Britt Moran joined
forces and invested in their individual experience
with the profession and study of Design, Art
and Fashion, and founded the know iconic
DIMORESTUDIO, one of the most prestigious
design studios of the city of Milan. Since that
moment, tSalci and Moran have designed and
carried out every project in a personal and
recognizable way that allowed them to create a
timeless visual and an emotional pathway that
embraces a powerful and unique style!
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DLARCHITECTURE
China · www.dl-architecture.net

© DLARCHITECTURE | AP in Piazza Cairoli-Rome

Lepri received a degree in Architecture in
Rome with honor in 2000 at the “Universita La
Sapienza, Facoltà di Architettura”, specializing
in architectural restoration and preservation of
historical monuments. From that day on, Lepri
started her journey in the Interior Design world
and, today, her work is respected worldwide

Supporting Lepri’s vision and creativity, DL
Architecture has a stunning and highly skilled
team that includes an international range of
architects and interior designers. This unique
team bolts an impressive blend of different
cultures, but they work together perfectly and
understand Lepri’s stand on the design scene,
which is reflected in the style of their amazing
projects that mainly can be seen in major
cosmopolitan cities like Rome, Milan or Shangai.

Her firm, DLArchitecture is based in Rome, Italy,
but also has offices in China. This amazing design
studio is faithful to the origins of Italian Design

© DLARCHITECTURE | Apartment In Xintiandi

and specializes in concept design creation,
interior and architecture projects design, as
well as management for residential, commercial,
offices and hospitality projects. They are known
for practicing various design styles, always
pursuing perfections and originality, with
tailor-made solutions.

© DLARCHITECTURE | Apartment In Xintiandi

DLArchitecture was founded in 2020 by the
Italian architect and interior designer Domitilla
Lepri. For over eighteen years, Lepri and her
DLArchitecture produced stunning interiors all
over the world and they both have become one
of the most recognizable names of the Italian
Interior Design Scene.

© DLARCHITECTURE | Matthew Liu Fine Arts-Shanghai

Overall, the elegance of simplicity is the main
feature of DLArchitecture’s work. They are
known for selecting the best products among
the best Italian and international contemporary
brands that appear to be made for the space that
they produce. If they don-t find a piece of design
that fits the project, DLArchitecture is also
known for creating custom-made furniture that
will accomplish any client’s needs and desires.
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DOME MILANO

The renowned Italian design studio looks at every
project as a new opportunity to showcase their
iconic mix of different design styles. Their secret
to success relies on a tailor-made furnishing
project that mixes creativity with customer
needs and it is made of products of important
brands together with unique handcrafted pieces.
Freshness, experience, and expertise are our key
points to lead you through every single detail.

Italy · www.domemilano.com/en

Besides their bespoke interior design projects,
this Italian design studio also designs their own
custom furniture designs always made with
creativity, technique and (of course) research.
Every piece of furniture and product is designed
to give different sensations through different
kinds of material and shapes. Their attention to
detail gives you the opportunity to furnish your
spaces according to your needs.

© Dome Milano Interior

Founded by the young talented interior designer
Rachele, this design studio is becoming one of
the most renowned design studios in Italy. From
mid-century modern interiors to luxury living
areas, this design studio can create the project of
your dreams respecting your favorite design style
and (of course) personality. Their team of interior
design experts manages also the commercial
aspect with innovative and dynamic ideas.

DOME Milano Interior is made by people and
ideas, so their design team is composed of young
architects and interior designers always updated
on the latest trends, who are able to combine
experience and technique to the style of every
single setting. Their attention to the details is
concealed in all their design projects and it
is conveyed to you by shaping contemporary
furnishing by means of their incredible creativity.

© Dome Milano Interior

Architect and Creative Director of DOME Milano
Interior, Rachele is involved in all of the project’s
stages, from the research to the completion
of the design. With a degree in Architecture
with Mario Botta in Switzerland and an Interior
Design Master in Paris, the renowned Italian

designer is becoming one of the most renowned
experts in the design and architecture sector.
Rachele personally takes care of every project,
combining constant research work all over the
world together with a well-defined interior
design vision.
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DOMOFF INTERIORS
Russia · www.domoff-interiors.com

© Domoff Interiors

© Domoff Interiors

© Domoff Interiors

The group of design companies Domoff Group
began its activities in 2001 in Russia as an
architectural and design bureau. From the first day
of its existence, the company entered the market
as a major player among architects and designers
who are engaged in extremely large-scale objects
in terms of area size and complexity of work.

© Domoff Interiors

A stylish interior is aesthetics, convenience
and comfort of every square meter of your
home. To create it, they offer to use the help
of professionals and order an individual design
project. It includes planning decisions, selection
and procurement of materials, furniture,
lighting elements, as well as finishing.

The Domoff Interiors company creates interiors of
exceptionally high quality in the most prestigious
places of the capital and beyond. They use
expensive, environmentally friendly and durable
materials. As a result of the multifaceted and
skilful work of the team of their professionals,
you will receive stylish, comfortable and cosy
housing. It will be an ideal place to replenish
your mental and physical reserves. Here you can
spend time with pleasure and place your family.
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ELECTRIX DESIGN
Brazil · www.electrixdesign.com

© Electrix Design

© Electrix Design

Electrix Design is an world renown interior
design studio already featured in House &
Gardens Magazine with headquarters in Brazil
and offices in the United States and England. We
can define Electrix Design as a luxury provider
of interior design services and decoration
consultancy differentiated by the global and
sophisticated style.

Their luxurious projects reflect their unique
identity and style, but always incorporating
the personalities and needs of its customers.
Even though Eletrix defines their style as an
ultra high-end luxury interior design they are
what we may call an all around design studio
with objective design principles focusing on
maximizing efficiency and creating exceptional
aesthetics that favour functionality as well as a
feeling of an opulent luxury.
© Electrix Design

Through extensive national and international
networking with reference brands in the world
of construction and design, Electrix has been able
to cater for every client’s needs all over the world
but it’s in their base country of Brazil that we
can find the most lavish, creative and outlandish
projects of this incredible design group. Even

though they are fairy recent to the design
industry, Electrix Design already conquered a
strong position within the highçy competitive
design industry in South America.
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ERIC KUSTER

which every glamorous component has a specific
stylish purpose. All of his projects express his
feeling for ‘Metropolitan Luxury’ – a fitting title
for his iconic brand which encompasses glamour,
comfort and sophistication.

The Netherlands · www.erickuster.com

Building a brand is not an easy feat, but Dutch
interior designer Eric Kuster managed to always
provide to the world the best his design creativity
can muster, with his captivating Metropolitan
and Modern luxury style.

© Eric Kuster

Known for creating a perfect balance between
classic and modern, Eric Kuster is a successful
Dutch interior designer with International and
European acclaim who dedicates his work to
metropolitan luxury and modern luxury!

Having grown so fast, the Eric Kuster brand not
only deals with huge interior design projects, but
he is also capable of captivating every client’s
attention with his tendency to take care of every
single aspect, thus envisioning an entire world in

© Eric Kuster

Eric Custer’s ability to strike the perfect balance
between classical and modern has won him
a place on the list of top international interior
designers. He began his career in 1989 as the
Creative and Commercial Director at Chivasso,
the Dutch textile manufacturer. His perfect feel
for colour and natural tones was quickly spotted
by other style connoisseurs, and this enabled him
quite soon to open his first shop in the fashionable
town of Laren on Holland’s ‘Gold Coast’.

Since then, his collections of fabrics, furniture
and interiors are to be found not only in Holland
but also in the Middle East, Africa, Asia and
particularly around the Mediterranean. Other
than his luxurious residential projects, Eric
Kuster is renowned all over the world for his
hotel projects, yacht interior designs and the
astonishingly famous commercial projects,
such as the Amsterdam club Jimmy Woo’s and
Barcelona’s Camp Nou Stadium.
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ERIN LIBERTY
Canada

© Erin Liberty | Delmore photography

© Erin Liberty | Delmore photography

Based in Ontario, Liberty Interior Design studio
was founded by interior designer Erin Liberty,
whose passion is to take the feeling and pictures
from her clients dreams and transform their
aspirations into reality.

© Erin Liberty | Delmore photography

© Erin Liberty | Delmore photography

Specialized in full residential home remodeling
and design services, Liberty Interior Design
mainly operates in Canada with strong
residential projects that follow a very strong
modern-scandinavian look.
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FOX NAHEM ASSOCIATES
USA · www.foxnahem.com

© Fox Nahem Associates

© Fox Nahem Associates
© Fox Nahem Associates

Each project of Joe Nahem brings out another
aspect of his talented eye. His design signature
lies in the ability, from the first meeting on, to
dig deep into his client’s minds, to realize their
ideas, needs, and individual tastes. The results
are luxuriously comfortable, elegant, and livable
homes for active families: spaces that reflect the
people who dwell in them.

That’s why in his design projects we can find
exuberant mixes of new with vintage and antiques
and a powerful use of colors and textures! His
work has an edge without being over the top,
joining conformability and stylishness in their
designs. Nahem and his Team often use warm
tones – rich wood, plush caramel and soft cream
give the space inviting warmth – like coming
home to a favorite warm drink on a cold day. The
warm tones are balanced with crisp white walls
that keep it feeling fresh and sophisticated.

© Fox Nahem Associates

Established in the early 1980s by Joe Nahem and
Tom Fox, the New York City firm Fox Nahem
Associates is known for spirited, unpretentious
rooms executed in a range of styles and often
complementing the serious architecture.
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FRANCIS SULTANA
UK · www.francissultana.com

© Francis Sultana

© Francis Sultana

Francis Sultana is a guru of design. He more
than deserves a place on the Top 100 Interior
designers. His work is recognizable for the level
of uniqueness. Francis distinguishes his work
on the use of limited edition pieces and one of
a kind art decor objects. He set up his studio in
2009 to create interiors for many of his major art
collector clients.

Alongside the interiors projects, the atelier also
produces annual collections of bespoke and limited
edition furniture and textiles under the Francis
Sultana brand. Francis designs across interiors,
furniture, lighting and accessories and has created
key pieces for important historical interiors.
© Francis Sultana

Francis Sultana is the go-to interior designer for
international collectors, many of whom have
major contemporary art and design collections.
Loved for his unique ability to merge the

residential requirements of a domestic space
with often large-scale visual art, sculpture, and
installation pieces, his studio is working on
projects from UK and across Europe, the US and
Russia. He works worldwide.
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GENSLER
USA · www.gensler.com

© Gensler

© Gensler

Gensler is an American design and architecture
firm headquartered in San Francisco. Art and
Drue Gensler, and their associate, James Follett,
founded the firm in 1965. The firm originally
focused on corporate interior design, but
has since diversified into numerous forms of
architecture and design, including commercial
office buildings, retail centers, airports, education
facilities and entertainment complexes.
Gensler designs interior spaces for living and
working. They believe interior performance can
be measured in human and organizational terms
and that hitting the mark means designing not
just for visual impact, but also for health, comfort,
flexibility and ease of use. It is also involved

in planning and urban design, brand strategy,
environmental graphic design, mission-critical
facilities, sustainable design consulting and other
areas. As of 2015, the firm employs more than
4,800 people working in 46 offices in 16 countries.
Gensler regards sustainable design as a guiding
principle for all building and interior projects.
As designer of the first large-scale U.S. office
building to use underfloor air systems, Gensler
has been at the forefront of the movement for
responsible design that considers the impact of
decisions made today on our lives tomorrow.

© Gensler
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GREG NATALE
Australia · www.gregnatale.com

© Greg Natale

© Greg Natale

Pattern, layers and bold colors are just some
of the design tools Greg Natale uses in his
extraordinary interiors. Modern yet classic,
opulent yet sophisticated this exquisite Interior
Designer has championed a unique Australian
aesthetic and, yes, the adjective ‘sexy’ does
come to mind.

Over the last decade, the interior designer has
built his firm from the ground up, and gained a
stellar reputation for bold, tightly styled interiors
with a distinct luxe edge. Greg Natale describes
his design approach as ‘decoration layered over
minimalism’. This layered approach is evident
in the rich textiles, patterns, wall and floor
coverings expertly combined.

© Greg Natale

Greg Natale has extended his vision into
other design disciplines through successful
collaborations with several notable brands.
He has created rug and carpet collections with
Designer Rugs, wallpaper ranges for Porter’s

Paints, three furniture lines – one with Worlds
Away USA, tiles and marble mosaic collections
for Teranova as well as a very successful range of
cushions and soft homewares launched in 2016.
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H2 YACHT

UK · www.h2yachtdesign.com

creating spectacular designs that led H2 Yacht
Design Studio to the top of this luxury industry
hey have decided, as a brand, to spread their
business and design expertise to other areas,
namely to the interior design industry!
Today, H2 Yacht Design Studio is widely
recognised as one of the most innovative and
technically competent design teams in the
interior design industry with one of the most
versatile portfolios of the design scene that
include yachts, amazing residential projects
and lavish hotel designs, like the incredible
work they have done in the Hotel Schloss
Mönchstein***** in Austria.

© H2 Yatcht Design | Hotel Schloss Monchstein Salzburg

With 20 years of experience, H2 Yacht Design
Studio are continuously evolving in its
creativity and working approach, resulting in
some of the most spectacular yachts, jets and
residential properties in the world today. After
perfecting their craft in the yacht industry and

© H2 Yatcht Design | Hotel Schloss Monchstein Salzburg

© H2 Yatcht Design | Hotel Schloss Monchstein Salzburg

Jonny Horsfield established the H2 Yacht Design
studio in London during 1994. In the early years
of the business, they worked almost exclusively
on yacht refit projects which gave them a broad
experience of working to strict time frames
in different luxury design styles with varying
budgets. During this period, H2 built an enviable
reputation amongst the yachting community
for being the refit design experts.
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HBA

USA · www.hba.com

© HBA

HBA/Hirsch Bedner Associates is an international
hospitality design firm headquartered in Santa
Monica, California, USA. Leading the hotel design
industry since 1965, the largest hospitality design
firm in the world remains deeply concerned to
the pulse of changing industry trends, which is
governed by today’s sophisticated traveller.
HBA’s international presence and depth of
experience enable them to identify interior
design trends at their source, make predictions
about new directions and influence design
standards worldwide. HBA creates the signature
looks of today’s luxury brands, independent
contemporary boutique hotels, spas, restaurants,
urban resorts and more. All around the world,

each HBA interior results in a unique and
sensitive response to location, architecture and
client vision.
Fostering a highly creative and collaborative
work environment in every offices across the
globe, and constantly infusing various teams with
developing young design talent, HBA creative
staff is comprised of exceptionally talented design
professionals who have embraced the company’s
philosophy of hospitality design – to create a
unique sense of place – and who are committed to
perform effectively in order to provide the ultimate
in well-conceived, innovative design solutions.

© HBA
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HIBOU DESIGN & CO
Canada · www.hiboudesignco.com

easy and stress-free as possible by foreseeing
and preventing common problems that result in
wasted time and money.
Over the years, Hibou Design & Co. have
been featured in many local and international
publications including Style at Home, Montreal
Home or Style Me Pretty. No wonder that the
studio is rapidly gaining fame as one of the most
exclusive design studios in Canada.

© Hibou Design & Co. | Enthouse Hat Trick Project

Hibou Design & Co provides complete bespoke
residential design services throughout Canada
& North America. One of their most important
goals is to make our clients’ design project as

© Hibou Design & Co. | Enthouse Hat Trick Project

© Hibou Design & Co. | Enthouse Hat Trick Project

Designers Eugenia Triandos and Korina Khamis,
are both co-founders for Hibou Design & Co.
Collectively with well over a decade of experience
this Montreal based multi-disciplinary design
firm has become known and focused on creating
both stylish and well curated interiors.
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HOK

USA · www.hok.com

© HOK

HOK is a global design, architecture, engineering,
and planning firm. They design buildings and
spaces that respond to the needs of people and the
environment. Their team of designers is rooted in
technical excellence, driven by imagination and
focused on a solitary goal: to deliver solutions
that inspire clients and communities.
As hospitality designers, HOK begins each
project by understanding what makes its location
a destination. What is the history of the site?
Who are the local people? What is the art scene?
What is the political situation? – are some of the
questions that they make, because for them it’s
very important to learn about each new culture
before design even starts.

to accomplish. There are over 200 countries in
the world and they’ve been to less than half, so,
according to HOK, they still have so much to
learn and do.
For HOK, in the future, their designs will be
more inclusive and thoughtful. This is possible to
achieve by seamlessly bringing together a breadth
of disciplines including planners, architects,
interior designers, landscape architects and
designers of every scale from lighting and
graphics to staff uniforms and tabletops so that
no detail is left to chance. They would like for
all projects to reflect their concern for the global
environment at every scale. HOK is known
as one of the fast company’s most innovative
architecture firms.

Although HOK doesn’t have an official to-do
list, they feel that they still have a lot of things
© HOK
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HOUSE OF STYLE NJ
USA · www.houseofstyleinteriors.com

Yelena Gerts grew up in Odessa, Ukraine,
surrounded by historical buildings, beautiful
architecture and parents with an affinity for

design. Taking inspiration from her extensive
travels, the designer has created a singular
aesthetic that can be easily identified in all of her
amazing designs!
The studio is rather experienced in high-end
residential apartments, luxury estates, bachelor
pads and “pied a terre ” homes. The mission of
House of Style & Design is to deliver our services
with integrity, professionalism and commitment
to quality and customer service while utilizing
our talent, passion and impeccable taste for
luxury. You can see in this article some project
images that showcase this exact elegance and
amazing passion of this incredible design studio!

© House of Style & Design Studio

Yelena and her team at House of Style & Design
Studio offer any client a personalized service
and a cutting edge style. With a great eye for
color and unique details, Yelena works closely
with her clients to help them create the homes
of their dreams.

© House of Style & Design Studio

© House of Style & Design Studio

House of Style & Design Studio is a major design
studio led by the sublime interior designer
Yelena Gerts, a passionate and talented designer
that’s known for her elegant designs and a great
taste for luxury.
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HUMBERT & POYET
France · www.humbertpoyet.com

Humbert & Poyet put their stamp on public
worksites with their expert choice of materials,
lighting design or their ability to showcase a
space and set the scene for the client to take centre
stage. “We communicate constantly throughout
a project. Our symbiosis forms the foundations
of our projects and ensures the space that we’ve
imagined works,” says Christophe Poyet.

© Humbert & Poyet |Beefbar Paris | Francis

© Humbert & Poyet |Beefbar Paris | Francis

When it comes to interior design projects,
Humbert & Poyet are the ones behind Beefbar
Paris, which is just a few steps away from the
Champs-Elysées. Located where the Fermette
Marbeuf used to be, Beefbar Paris’ project
started with an unexpected discovery: a room
in the purest Art Nouveau style but heavily
damaged: sectioned arches, pilasters, friezes
and missing enamelled ceramic panels…The
restoration became obvious.

© Humbert & Poyet |Beefbar Paris | Francis

Their projects focus on elegant and meticulous
designs to create timeless spaces using premium
materials such as stone, wood and bronze.
Naturally, the most important thing is to reflect
the client’s personality and respect the soul of
the site.

© Humbert & Poyet | Haut Marais | Francis Amiand

© Humbert & Poyet | Haut Marais | Francis Amiand

Emil Humbert and Christophe Poyet are the two
names behind Humbert & Poyet, a design duo
that strives for low-key luxury architecture.
It was in 2007 that the design enthusiasts
decided to join forces and provide a full range
of services, from construction to interior
design. They both studied in Paris, the former
as a state-qualified architect (Paris-Belleville
National School of Architecture graduate) and
the latter as a CFAI interior designer (Académie
Charpentier graduate).
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JAIME BERIESTAIN
Spain · www.beriestain.com

© Jaime Beriestain Studio

© Jaime Beriestain Studio

Jaime Beriestain Studio is an award-winning
interior design and landscape architecture firm
based in Madrid and Barcelona. Founded by Jaime
Beriestain in 2002, it has completed prestigious
projects of different sizes and complexities
throughout Europe, Africa, and America.

Jaime Beriestain Studio is versatile enough to
know how to adapt and give accurate answers to
the needs and demands of each type of client they
have. For them, there is an essential element for
the success of any project and that is not achieved
in a meeting or two, that element is trust.

© Jaime Beriestain Studio

The Studio’s approach is to research the
specific nature of each project and tailor a
design response to meet the aspirations of
the individual client, the characteristics of the
site and the detailed requirements of future
occupants. In his projects, whether for luxury
hotels or private residences, he likes to combine.
The client must always have enough options to
choose from within what he suggests.

Since Jaime Beriestain’s childhood he has been
very observant and curious about everything that
happens around him. For that reason, inspiration
can come to him through everything. For Jaime
Beriestain, seeing a happy customer for the work
done is probably the greatest satisfaction he can
have as a designer.
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JAMIE BUSH + CO
USA · www.jamiebush.com

with Steven Ehrlich, Marmol Radziner, David
Hertz, Walker Workshop and Barbara Bestor.
Today, we can say that Jamie Bush + Co has one
of the most brilliant minds in the world of design.
Recognized by its skilled interior design projects,
Jamie Bush is not only a top Los Angeles interior
designer, but also an overall world class designer
that works in multiple styles but favors the
beloved mid-century modern style, as you can
see in some of his most prolific projects.
© Jamie Bush + Co

Born and raised in Long Island, Jamie Bush is an
interior designer that was constantly surrounded
by design, art, and photography, from a very
young age. Afterall throughout his professional
journey, he had the great opportunity to work

© Jamie Bush + Co

© Jamie Bush + Co

Jamie Bush + Co is massively recognizable for his
prestigious settings. Inspired by modernism and
naturalism, Jamie Bush‘s interiors perfectly reflect
his design identity on his luxurious projects. With
his company, Jamie Bush + Co, the designer creates
lovely atmospheres that reflect both modern
design influences and mid-century elements.
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© Jamie Lam | Ny Soho Loft (C) Hector Sanchez

JASMINE LAM
USA · www.jasminelam.com

Jasmine combines three-dimensional design,
finishes & furniture selection and space planning
skills with a singular design ability. The interior
design and architecture studio puts a focus on
bespoke details, such as furnishings, decorative
hardware, accessories and artwork. Jasmine,
the founder and director of the studio, designs
custom-made linen and furniture for many of
her projects.

© Jasmine Lam | Manhattan 56 Leonard (C) Adam Kane Macchia

The studio’s signature style is clean and
eclectic, offering cultured interiors. The design
studio offers a 360 service, from complete gut
renovations to honing the design in existing
spaces. With a particular focus on private
residences, they have completed projects across
the globe. Additionally, they produce concept

design for residential developers and hospitality
owners across the USA and China.

© Jasmine Lam | Manhattan One 57 (C) Adam Kane Macchiaz

© Jasmine Lam | East Hampton Home (C) Marietta

Jasmine Lam Interior Design & Architects is an
award winning interior design and architecture
studio based in New York and Miami which
focuses on achieving seamless design.
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JDP INTERIORS
USA

© JDP Interior Design | Amy Bartlam

© JDP Interior Design | Amy Bartlam
© JDP Interior Design | Amy Bartlam

Their main resources include long standing
relationships with the finest custom workrooms,
contractors, carpenters, painters and furniture
houses. The philosophy of JDP Interior Design is
to enrich creativity through continued education
and research. They have been featured in several
publications and their amazing projects are
known worldwide!

© JDP Interior Design | Amy Bartlam

JDP Interior Design’s amazing integration of
visionary design expertise and experience creates
architecturally sound interiors that reflect the
individual, the business or the activity. Designs
consistently surpass requirements, and culminate
in artistically arranged space that enhances life,
energize work and inspire customers.
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JEAN-LOUIS DENIOT
France · www.deniot.com

© Jean-Louis Deniot | 5th Avenue New York

trademark exquisite use of luxury design pieces.
Through the years the top interior designer also
dedicated to the design of furniture and lighting
with multiple collections in collaboration with
some of the biggest names in the business.
© Jean-Louis Deniot | Boulevard Magenta Paris

Jean-Louis Deniot projects mainly touch private
properties and commercial spaces for clients
located around the world: Paris, London, Monaco,
Milan, Dubai, Moscow, New York, among others.
The Top Interior Designer has earned a status of
the master of modern French Interiors.

© Jean-Louis Deniot | Boulevard Magenta Paris

Jean Louis Deniot’s interiors always look to find
the sweet spot between exuberance and simplicity,
constantly with a touch of sophistication and his

© Jean-Louis Deniot | Boulevard Magenta Paris

© Jean-Louis Deniot | 5th Avenue New York

The Paris-base architect and interior designer
Jean-Louis Deniot is one of the most influential
interior designers of nowadays. Constantly
featured in top interior designer lists of
prestigious publications such as Elle Decor or
Architectural Digest, the designer is known for
his eclectic interiors that brilliantly combined
classic element with contemporary design.
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JEFF ANDREWS

house. It’s these qualities and the ability to tweak
and bring to life a client’s vision that has made
Jeff such a sought-after interior designer.

USA · www.jeffandrewsdesign.com

Jeff Andrews Design has become a household
interior design firm in the Los Angeles region.
Jeff’s philosophy for the firm has always been
to keep the integrity of his client’s vision
throughout the process. When his clients are
happy, he’s happy. To help him accomplish

this, Jeff emphasizes quality build and design,
partnering only with the best artisans and
craftspeople in the business. It’s this attention to
detail and perfectionism that has made Jeff such
a reputable interior designer.

© Jeff Andrews

If you haven’t heard of Jeff Andrews, one of
Los Angeles’ top interior designers, chances are
you’ve probably already seen his work. Some of
Jeff’s most notable clients have been Kris Jenner,
Kourtney Kardashian, Khloe Kardashian, Ryan
Seacrest, Kaley Cuoco-Sweeting, and America
Ferrera. Yet, however big his celebrity clientele,
his work speaks for itself.

© Jeff Andrews

Jeff’s use of neutral colors such as grey, black,
and white ground every room in the home, while
bold patterns and textured fabrics, wallpaper, and
throws add dimension and interest to the space.
Color is added very strategically to enhance
rather than overwhelm the design. There’s also
a sense of cohesiveness which allows the eye to
flow effortlessly throughout each room in the

© Jeff Andrews

Although based in L.A., Jeff doesn’t let his
surroundings dictate his style, believing, rather,
that interior design is universal. But if you had
to classify Jeff’s style it would best be described
as livable glamour. Jeff has mastered the ability

to create glamorous spaces that are still warm
and inviting—the perfect balance that so many
of his client’s desire in a home. The interiors that
he has designed are perfect for entertaining yet
retain a fundamental functionality.
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JEFFREY BEERS INTERNATIONAL
USA · www.jeffreybeers.com

© Jeffrey Beers | EL San Juan Hotel
Pool Villa

In 1986 Beers founded Jeffrey Beers International
based on a style that synthesizes two legendary
lineages: the timelessness of high modernism
and the warmth of artisanal craft. Today, their
designs adhere to the classical architectural

© Jeffrey Beers | EL San Juan Hotel
Chico Cabaret

An architect, an interior designer and an artisan,
their founder Jeffrey Beers is a true original. While

studying architecture at RISD he simultaneously
learned glassblowing from Dale Chihuly. A
Fulbright scholarship brought him to Brazil where
he studied with the legendary Oscar Niemeyer.
These masters taught him to balance rigor with the
fluidity of form. He then joined I.M. Pei & Partners
where his fascination with social interaction
and architectural space, especially in hotels and
restaurants, began.

© Jeffrey Beers | Capiz Lounge_Sean Litchfield

© Jeffrey Beers | Capiz Lounge_Sean Litchfield

The essence of a Jeffrey Beers International’s
design is the relationship between precision
and sensuality, discipline and spontaneity.
Their contribution to the world of design is
an aesthetic of “emotional modernism” be it
a Daniel Boulud restaurant, the lobby of the
Atlantis Sanya hotel, or a jazz club for Costa
Cruises. Their methodology is to harmonize
technical knowledge with a skillful use of
elegant materials. The resulting spaces are
theatrical and glamorous while also remaining
comfortable and inviting.

principles of proportion, scale and dimension
but they are dramatically enhanced by an artistic
use of color, materiality and light. This balance is
what makes their work distinctive. Nearing their
35th anniversary, their interior architecture and
design portfolio has expanded beyond hospitality
to include residential towers, corporate offices,
cruise ships, and home décor collaborations, and
they continue to win multiple awards as well as
high-profile global commissions.
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JENNIFER BACKSTEIN INTERIORS
Canada

© Jennifer Backstein Interiors

© Jennifer Backstein Interiors

This amazing firm offers a diverse range of full scale
design services throughout Toronto and Canada
with a diverse range of style and projects that

showcase Jennifer Backstein’s amazing versatility
but always with that glamorous presence!
One thing is for sure, Jennifer Backstein is one
of Canada’s leading designers and a force to be
reckoned with regarding high-end projects and
strong contemporary designs!

© Jennifer Backstein Interiors | Donhill Crescent Vaughan

Jennifer Backstein is the Creative Director
and Principal Designer for Jennifer Backstein
Interiors, a strong Toronto design firm that has
excelled for over a decade creating thoughtfully
curated stylish bespoke designs.
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JESSICA GERSTEN
USA · www.jessicagersteninteriors.com

© Jessica Gersten

Jessica Gersten is an inspiring interior designer
famous for her modern eclectic signature
approach to every design project! Inspired by
the homeowner’s incredible vision and personal
aesthetics taste, Gersten has always developed a
close collaboration with them in order to create
spaces that evoke emotion while speaking to
their lifestyle needs. To date, her projects have
ranged from several Manhattan residences, the
Hamptons, and Pound Ridge, New York to homes
in New Jersey.

Before becoming one of the most renowned
personalities in this industry, Jessica Gersten has
spent several years working in the high-fashion
industry. With a keen awareness of color, fabric
and proportion, Jessica’s transition to interiors was
a natural one. The interior designer always tries to
blend the biggest interior design trends with the
ultimate high-fashion ideas in her designs!

© Jessica Gersten

This renowned interior designer has started to
impress New York’s interior design enthusiasts
with her unique signature style, which combines
one-of-a-kind antiques with contemporary designs.

This unique approach allows her to create a
unique juxtaposition in her work. Every design
project designed by Gersten begins with neutral
base colors, organic shapes, and ethnic patterns
and textures. She then cultivates a distinctive style
by applying layers of mid-century lighting, bold
sculptures, and modern iconic furniture designs.
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JOANNA LAVÉN
© Joanna Lavén | Photos by Erik Lefvander

Sweden · www.joannalaven.se

results by enhancing the beauty of the property
and letting her clients uniqueness shine through.
Driven by passion, Lavén and her amazingDesign
Studio have gathered across the years tons of
collected know how and that amazing expertise
is illustrated in the stunning design projects that
they present! We can find in every single one of
them the uniqueness of Lavén’s style and her keen
eye for clean and modern design!

© Joanna Lavén

A strong example of a Scandinavian-Style interior
designer, Lavén is well known for her minimalistic
and modern approach to the every day design! No
wonder her goal is always to achieve astonishing

© Joanna Lavén | Photos by Ragnar Omarsson

© Joanna Lavén | Photo by James Stokes

Joanna Lavén is a Stockholm-based interior
designer for private residences and commercial
spaces. Her projects vary from interior consultation
to planning and executing full renovations and
interior design concepts.
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JOE GINSBERG
USA · www.joeginsberg.com

© Joe Ginsberg | The Pearl

© Joe Ginsberg | The Pearl

Joe Ginsberg is a designer who currently lives
and has a solid career in New York city. His studio
is highly regarded for an extensive number of
custom projects in a career of over 27 years. Joe
Ginsberg is a man known for his unique ability to
seamlessly fuse architecture, interior design and
fabrication. In each and every one of his projects,
there are hints of a heart of an artisan designer,
felt by his clients whenever someone enters and
views the projects in their final results.

© Joe Ginsberg | The Pearl

As a design-build firm, Joe Ginsberg seamlessly
fuses architecture and interior design with
fabrication, while guiding his clients through
the development, making the process an
intimate collaboration. Joe Ginsberg intuitively
and precisely interprets his client’s objectives,
and elevates their vision to yield the ultimate
translation of their requirements.

© Joe Ginsberg | The Pearl

Another good feature of Joe Ginsberg as a
professional and as a person is the fact that he
has a habit of guiding his clients through the

development of a new challenge. This allows him to
have more intimate contact with the customer, as
well as to deliver to them the ultimate translation
of their requirements through the delivery of a
final project.
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JONATHAN ADLER

to ceramic design, Jonathan Adler Enterprises
has expanded to become a design brand offering
decorative objects, tabletop collections, bedding,
bath accessories, gifts, candles, furniture, rugs,
pillows, lighting, and most recently handbags.

USA · www.jonathanadler.com

2004, Adler redesigned the Parker Palm Springs
hotel. In 2009, Mattel asked him to design the
modern-glam interiors for the “real” Barbie
Dream House as part of Barbie’s 50th anniversary.
Adler is also an author. Till this day he wrote
three books that still are best-sellers.

In addition to designing furniture and product,
Adler has collaborated with other brands. In

© Jonathan Adler

Jonathan Adler is one of the Top Interior and
Product Designers of New York. His inspirations
have come from a variety of sources, but his
main source of design inspiration is mid-century
modern, contemporary art and global pop culture!

After growing up in Bridgeton, New Jersey,
Adler studied semiotics and art history at
Brown University, as well as ceramics at the
Rhode Island School of Design. In September
2008, he married his partner of 14 years, Simon
Doonan, in California. Doonan and Adler live
in New York City with their Norwich Terrier,
Liberace. After a promising start, Adler is now a
respected designer and has 26 stores worldwide,
an e-commerce site, and a wholesale business
with over 1,000 locations worldwide. In addition

© Jonathan Adler

Also a pottery artist, Jonathan Adler is best
known for his “happy” interior designs and line
of home furnishings. He owns a design company
that’s dedicated to bringing “grooviness to your
home” with pottery, furniture, rugs, stationary
and other materials. In the past years, Adler has
created lavish interiors for venues including the
Parker Palm Springs Hotel and Planet Hollywood

Las Vegas. Adler has also designed for fashion
house 7 For All Mankind.
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JORGE CAÑETE
Switzerland · www.jorgecanete.com

© Jorge Cañete

© Jorge Cañete

© Jorge Cañete

Jorge Cañete is the perfect example of a person
who has a multicultural background. Being
Genevan of Catalan and Andalusian origin, fate
would eventually lead him into devoting his life
to interior design. Having a unique career in
luxury products aligned with a sharp sense of
beauty, thanks to his talents for interior design
manifested through 3D, he definitely managed to
make a mart within the industry thanks to both
his talent and his philosophy.

Thanks to his unique take on interiors, Jorge
Cañete has an alternative proposal for his clients,
introducing a little poetic vision of the world by
mixing in modern and classical elements. Some of
the main keywords for Interior Design Philosophy
are areas such as art, poetry and philosophy.
© Jorge Cañete

© Jorge Cañete

Jorge Cañete started giving his first steps into
this area when he graduated from the course of
Interior Design from the London Metropolitan

University. After that he went through many
architectural projects in several architecture
studios located in the cities of Rome and Geneva.
These past experiences were the launchpad for
the launching of his own studio titled Interior
Design Philosophy.
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JOSEPHINE HURLEY ARCHITECTURE
Australia · www.josephinehurley.com

© JHA | Kingfisher House

© JHA | Kingfisher House

Josephine Hurley Architecture (JHA) is a Sydney
based practice offering architectural and interior
design services that was founded by Josephine
Hurley, a famed Australian architect that receiving
numerous academic and design awards including
the Green Buildings Research and Development
Award, the Ethel M Chettle Prize in Architecture
and the Institute of Architect’s 2010 Dulux
Emerging Architects Prize.

Over the years, JHA has produced numerous
award-winning houses, apartments, retail outlets,
installations and competitions that enrich their
portfolio and have been featured in several
high-end design publications.
© JHA | Kingfisher House

JHA designs with the utmost consideration to
client needs and desires, site constraints and
opportunities. Their iconic and eclectic architecture

is responsive to the environment, timeless and
grows from establishing great relationships with
our clients, consultants and builders.Each project
is unique and reflective of its owner and context.
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© Juan Pablo Molyneux | Hôtel claude Passard

JUAN PABLO MOLYNEUX
USA · www.molyneuxstudio.com

© Juan Pablo Molyneux | Chateau Pouy sur Vannes

Often labeled as a “classicist” or a “maximalist”,
designer Juan Pablo Molyneux prefers “Decorator
of Oxymorons” – an appellation received for the
first time when he was awarded the Ordre des Arts
et des Lettres by the French Minister of Culture.

Interpreting the past through a personal design
rendering is what motivate Juan Pablo Molyneux:
for the designer, a rampant curiosity – aided by a
fascinating passion for craftsmanship and artisans’
values – is the starting point of every project.

© Juan Pablo Molyneux | Chateau Pouy sur Vannes

Molyneux’s ability to manage more styles and
tendencies at the same time, accompanied by
a team of artisans and craftsmen experts in
marquetry, gilding, fabric weaving, and trompe
l’œil effects. A recovery of a lost era’s methods
that symbolizes Juan Pablo Molyneux’s aesthetics.

With several residential and commercial projects
in his portfolio, during the years Juan Pablo
Molyneux had been asked to design the interiors of
several institutional projects, such as the Pavilion
of Treaties, in St. Petersburg, the Russian Rooms of
the Palais des Nations, in Geneva, and the salons of
the Cercle de l’Union Interalliée in Paris.
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JULIE HILLMAN
USA · www.juliehillman.com

© Julie Hillman

© Julie Hillman

© Julie Hillman

Based in New York, Julie Hillman Design is a
high-end design studio led by power force designer
Julie Hillman, whose approach to designing
residential spaces focuses on a thoughtful curation
of collectible items that speak to both the client’s
unique interests and her eclectic aesthetic.

This studio’s main goal is to help each home
possess a distinctive, timeless, and unique style
that is not based on any specific criteria, but on
the collaborative vision of designer and client.
With that approach, Julie Hillman Design has had
the pleasure of designing high-end residential
homes in New York City, The Hamptons, Aspen,
Miami, Palm Beach, and Europe. Most of these
works are featured in design publications in the
US and abroad.
© Julie Hillman

Julie Hillman cultivates a creative dialogue
between the architects, artisans, and craftsmen
to ensure that each home tells its own story. She
believes there should be harmony in every room
in a home, and the best way to achieve this is to
create a subtle yet unexpected mix of decorative
and functional arts. She feels that every item in a

room should be in conversation with one another
while maintaining its own significance.
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KATE + CO DESIGN
Canada

© Kate + Co Design

Kate + Co Design is a design studio based in
Ontario that was founded by creative interior
designer Kate Davidson that still serves as the
principal designer of the studio!

From consultation to conceptualization and
project management, available on small- and
large-scale projects, Kate + Co always delivers
quality that’s backed by Kate Davidson’s team
of in-house designers, and realized through an
extensive network of resources and renovators.
© Kate + Co Design

For more than a decade the multidisciplinary
interior design firm has been providing complete
residential and commercial design services
throughout North America. Known for creating
luxurious livable interiors, Kate + Co specializes
in residential projects with a luxury vibe. We can

see some examples of this projects all across the
Greater Toronto Area, western Ontario and the US.
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KATERINA LASHMANOVA
Russia · www.lashmanova.ru/pages/en/index.html

© Katerina Lashmanova

As the embodiment of Russian design Katerina
Lashmanova, design firm Lashmanova Interiors
explores the many facets of the modern classic
style, giving life to luxury interior design projects
that have made her one of the most recognized
interior designers in Russia.

The Russian designer’s focus lies on private
projects, especially in Russia where she has
been known for her competence, creativity, and
ability to create interiors that are shaped by her
specific aesthetics. The refined spaces created by
Katerina Lashmanova are made comfortable by
alluring palettes and comprehensive research of
every single detail, while a deep understanding
of her clients’ vision lets the designer be always
confident in her creations.

© Katerina Lashmanova

Her talent, expressed by a rich portfolio, has
brought her various design projects on the
important pages of Elle Decoration, AD, Interior
+ Design, and SALON-interior. Lashmanova’s
traditional academic upbringing has led her
to a prolific career as an interior designer
capable of taking advantage of her expertise to

combine architecture and design elements into
high-end interiors.
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KELLY HOPPEN
UK · www.kellyhoppeninteriors.com

contemporary interior design is tailor-made to their
requirements and delivers the best in every aspect.
The best thing about Kelly Hoppen’s interiors is
the blend of practicality and Luxury, resulting in a
Bespoke Design with modern furniture pieces that
accentuate the environment.

© Kelly Hoppen

Kelly’s passion for interior design started when
she was 16 and had the opportunity to design a
family friend’s kitchen. During her career, she
designed for a bunch of celebrities, including
David and Victoria Beckham or Martin Shaw.
Currently, with over 40 years of experience in
luxury interior design, Kelly Hoppen manages
her own design studio in London – Studio
Hoppen – and an eponymous decor and home
accessories brand – Kelly Hoppen Interiors.

© Kelly Hoppen

As one of the best interior designers of all time, her
home projects are an unbelievable source of luxury
interior design ideas that can motivate you to get
great home interiors. Kelly’s ever-evolving style is a
synchronized fusion of East meets West: clean lines
and neutral tones, blended with charming warmth
and sumptuous opulence. She assures that each

© Kelly Hoppen

© Kelly Hoppen

Kelly Hoppen is a world-renowned British top
interior designer who has found a simple yet
opulent style that has permeated contemporary
interior design at every level. As well as
designing apartments, houses, and yachts for an
ever-expanding international private client list,
Kelly Hoppen also assumes commercial interior
design projects including hotels, restaurants,
office spaces, and aircraft interiors.
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KHUSHALANI ASSOCIATES
India · www.khushalani.in

© Suleiman Merchant @toophotographedu

© Suleiman Merchant @toophotographedu

© Suleiman Merchant @toophotographedu

In the first year of its inception, Khushalani
Associates became the only Indian firm to have
featured in the prestigious EVOLO Skyscrapers
Competition for its project ‘Poro-City’. The

firm’s portfolio includes a range of projects in
diverse disciplines from all over the world, but
its within the high-end luxury spaces that this
top studio excels.
With a strong sensitivity for the occupied
environment of the built, and sensitivity towards
the occupants of the built itself, Khushalani
Associates are well known in India and the
World to be a conscious and client center studio
that always confirms expectations!

© Suleiman Merchant @toophotographedu

Khushalani Associates is one of the most
promising interior design studios in India.
Architect Rajiv Khushalani founded Khushalani
Associates in 2010, but before establishing this
amazing practice has worked in prestigious
offices like Kapadia Associates, Mumbai, BLDA
and Rafael Vinoly Architects in London.
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KOKAISTUDIOS
China · www.kokaistudios.com

© Kokaistudios

© Kokaistudios

Kokaistudios was created by Italian architects
Filippo Gabbiani & Andrea Destefanis in 2000. A
perfect example of how a multicultural ground can
make things greater, Kokaistudios soon developed
into a truly multicultural firm with established
fame around the world with projects around Asia,
Middle East, Europe & North America.

Primarily focused on developing cultural,
corporate, commercial, hospitality & retail
projects they have also worked extensively
on urban regeneration projects involving the
requalification of heritage locations. They don’t
have a style, in fact, they always avoid repeating
or re-using formal solutions.

© Kokaistudios

Kokaistudios mission is to create spaces and
experiences that make its clients’ lives better.
Every project the design firm puts hands-on, from
private to public, from interiors to architecture

is always focused on creating empathy between
people and the environment. They feel extremely
gratified observing how people interact and
establish a strong empathy with their projects.
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KRIS TURNBULL
UK · www.kristurnbull.com

© Kris Turnbull
© Kris Turnbull

© Kris Turnbull

© Kris Turnbull

every commission in a tailored fashion backed
by extensive property & design experience,
award-winning developments & a natural eye
for luxury.

Recognised as one of the leading top interior
designers in the UK, Kris Turnbull has
established his design studio as one of the
most admired design houses internationally.
Dedicated to designing through the eyes of
each client, Kris & his creative team approach

The holistic design approach translates into
design proposals that combine the hopes,
dreams and desires of clients for their homes,
holiday retreat or simply that special room!
© Kris Turnbull

Kris Turnbull Studios is a high-end architectural
& luxury interior design studio specialising
in residential projects for private clients &
property developers around the world.
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LALLY & BERGER
France · www.lallyberger.com

© Lally & Berger | Belle Etoile

© Lally & Berger | Belle Etoile

© Lally & Berger | Belle Etoile

Since 2013, Lally and Berger have thought and
designed unexpected spaces while respecting
the multiple wishes of their customers. The
duo always takes time and surprises with their
technical ambition and their creative intrepidity.
The plurality of their skills combined with their
diverse influences allows them to adapt to any
type of project. Lally & Berger thus creates an
identity specific to each place entrusted to them
with a touch of “je ne sais quoi”. Their proximity
to high-end French artisans offers them the
means to go beyond the limits of certain skills
to always surprise more.

© Lally & Berger | Belle Etoile

The story of Lally & Berger begun ten years ago,
when designers Margaux Lally and Luc Berger
met at the Ecole Supérieure d’Architecture
Intérieur of Lyon. Since then they star writing
a story of design passion and luxury elevation!
Their personalities, opposites in their daily life,
make it possible to build a creative, daring and
sensitive process, around their contradictions.
All because they have passion for what they
do and for their amazing creations. After all,
passion is what they express through their
amazing interior design creations.
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LOUIS DUNCAN-HE
Canada · www.louisdhe.com

With a rich and diverse knowledge base, Louis
Duncan-He Designs have cultivated a unique

design methodology that is highly organized,
objective and collaborative. In that way they
can promise to deliver the best design solution
possible for any type of project and client.
As mentioned, Louis Duncan-He is the driving
force behind this studio. With a rich career
background that has spanned art publishing,
fashion, government, advocacy, advertising,
and interior design, Duncan-He always put his
maximum value and talent in all her designs
and that led to his studio becoming one of the
most beloved design studios in Canada today.

© Louis Duncan-He | Aldred

With a distinct timeless perspective, Louis
Duncan-He Designs creates unified authentic
designs that follow a very interesting style and
approach. They assume that not all clients are
the same, and that’s something that they love
to embrace.

© Louis Duncan-He | Aldred

© Louis Duncan-He | Aldred

Designer Louis Duncan-He is the Creative
Director and Principal of Louis Duncan-He
Designs. This notable Calgary, Montreal based
boutique design firm offers complete residential
design services throughout Canada.
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MAISON MALAPERT

and Design and then joined Philippe Starck’s
teams. After, he took on large-scale projects in
Shanghai, Bangkok, London, and Marrakech.
In 2007 he decided to return to Paris, the city
he loves to create his own studio of design and
interior architecture. Michael Malapert continues
to perfectly develop the most eccentric and special
interior projects that deserve the attention of
every design lover.

France · www.maisonmalapert.com

© Michael Malapert

© Michael Malapert

Some of his projects sit on hospitality ones, where
luxury and sophistication are an absolute necessity.
That means that he looks for extraordinary pieces,
that stand out in large spaces such as the ones on
hotels, restaurants, and bars.
He has a calling when it comes to choosing the
perfect piece to place amongst so many others. The
secret between the perfect lighting, accessorizing
and upholstery? His bold furniture choices show
that the designer is not afraid to take risks, because
the final result is perfect.
His journey was filled with experiences! He
graduated from the Saint-Etienne School of Art

© Michael Malapert

Michael Malapert is the French-based genius
behind the interior design firm, Maison Malapert.
He’s responsible for the creation of amazing and
unique places, filled with bespoke and luxurious
furniture. Constantly inspired by all things related
to design, he looks to create more than a simple
setting but also to evoke a sensorial experience.
Michael Malapert is the designer behind Maison
Malapert, a top interior design firm that features
amazing interior projects that are both unique
and luxurious. His ability for design, makes him
perceive behind the normal standards of each
concept. What may not be considered a part of the
design, Michael is able to transform it and make it
not only possible, but also exceptionally beautiful.
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MARCEL WANDERS
The Netherlands · www.marcelwanders.com

© Marcel Wanders

© Marcel Wanders

Marcel Wanders is one of the leading product
and interior designers, with thousands of iconic
projects under his name. He is quite a versatile
designer, with projects ranging from architecture,
interior or industrial design. With several exquisite
Hospitality and Residential Projects all around
the world, Wanders stands out as a renown
designer known for mixing color, art, passion,
craftsmanship and glass designs.

When asked about what makes him happy,
the designer compared the design process to a
puzzle, where you have all the pieces and you
have to make them fit whilst finding the beauty
in it. However, his favourite part of the process
are the difficulties and obstacles you may find
along the way, saying that fixing those issues
makes him “eternally happy”.

© Marcel Wanders

His modern approach reflects his extravagant
style that boosts creative approaches and luxury
designs in all of his works! That’s why that

according to the designer itself, the best thing
about his work is being able to do something
unique and new every day.
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© Marco Piva | The Pantheon Iconic Rome Hotel

MARCO PIVA

Italy · www.studiomarcopiva.com/V1.1/

© Marco Piva | Villa Tirana

Marco Piva is known for having a careful
approach to his projects, by studying and creating
innovative design solutions best described as
having a unique compositional sobriety and
stylistic freedom to them. Of course, he’s always
has the care to adapt to the to the culture of
the location of the project in order to create a
relationship of respect with the client.

© Marco Piva | The Pantheon Iconic Rome Hotel

Marco Piva is a top reference regarding Italian
architecture, interior design and product
conceptions. He was a part of the establishment
of Studiodada Associates (known for its impact
as one of the most representative companies of
the period of Radical Design) having thereafter
moved on to open his own interior design
studio during the 80s. From this time period
to today, Marco Piva’s work has had an impact
worldwide, proving once again that the Italian
touch, when done right, is always special for
an interior design project.

More than an architect or an interior designer,
Marco Piva is an innovator who describes himself
as being very much in love with what he does.
He has a typical Italian approach to everything
he touches, by giving his all in directing the
many projects he has. Be it the project or the
conception of the furniture and complements for
many a-listers in this industry Studio Marco Piva
manages to play and fuse a series of elements in
a successful Italian take.

© Marco Piva | The Pantheon Iconic Rome Hotel

© Marco Piva | Excelsior Hotel

Marco Piva is currently one of the world’s
top references regarding Italian design and
architecture. Known for having an exciting,
fluid and functional language transpire through
his architectural creations, product design and
interior design, his studio is a good example as a
project that values differentiation and innovation
in many areas of design.
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MARIA BOROVSKAIA
Russia

Maria Borovskaia is one of the greatest names o
fRussian interior design that has been delivering
us the most amazing interior settings you’ll ever
get to admire! Her luxurious interiors are meant
to impress every interior design aficionado, that
lives for the exquisite lifestyle.
The interior design world is filled with talented and
expert designers, that are capable of establishing
absolutely incredible settings. Every designer
shares their own design identity, style, and
trend preference, but the result is tremendously

amazing. Maria Borovskaia is the ultimate proof
that that is real, within the circle of the Russian
interior design scene
By keeping a close relationship with her clients,
she’s able to pay attention to them all, and assess
their personality and tastes. The interior designer
shares a specific style of clients, that are mainly
focused on their quick and lavish lifestyle and
that’s type of style we can see reflected in her
amazing projects.
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MARKZEFF

edge design with an eye for elegance and style.
In fact, over the last 25 years, MARKZEFF has
evolved from a residential design firm into one of
the nation’s leading multi-disciplinary boutique
design agencies.

USA · www.markzeff.com

the firm has maintained through its evolution.
His passion for design, luxury and good taste
has allowed him to become a household name
of design, but most of all it allowed his amazing
design studio to be at the top of the industry!

The very own Mark Zeff believes the attention
to detail given to its private residential clients
is essential to its success and is a characteristic

© Markzeff

Based in New York City, MARKZEFF is an
international, full-service design-consulting
firm. Following its philosophy of natural fusion,
MARKZEFF blends interior and environmental
design and brand development to create
experiences that inspire and stimulate the senses.

States working with private clients throughout
the world including Hilary Swank and Gabriel
Bryne among others.And it was this amazing
and passionate experience that led him to create
the now globally known MARKZEFF Design and
Architectural Studio!

The leader of this amazing design studio is the
very creative Mark Zeff, one of the most exciting
design minds of New York that is known form
approaching each project with a holistic design
methodology that embodies its natural fusion
philosophy. He began his career in the United

From luxury yachts to the development of global
brands and revolutionary hospitality ventures,
MARKZEFF has a vast range of projects in it’s
powerful portfolio! With innovation as its
bedrock and with a strong leadership by Mark
Zeff behind it, this amazing studio delivers cutting
© Markzeff
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MARMOL RADZINER
USA · www.marmol-radziner.com

© Marmol Radziner

© Marmol Radziner

Marmol Radziner is based in Los Angels and was
founded in 1989 from the partnership between
Leo Marmol and Ron Radziner. The firm offers
a full range of design services, including
architectural design, programming, master
planning, historic restoration, landscape design,
interior design, and furniture design. Marmol
Radziner specializes in residential, restoration,
multifamily, commercial, retail, hospitality,
educational, and community projects.

They draw inspiration for each project from the
unique characteristics of the site, especially the
natural surroundings. Their new book, Site: Marmol
Radziner in the Landscape (Princeton Architectural
Press, 2019) illustrates how the landscape inspires,
and becomes a part of their designs.

© Marmol Radziner

When asked about what he loves the most
about what he does, Ron Radziner, one of the
founders, promptly started by saying that it is

the experience of working with great clients and
arriving at elegant design solutions that perfectly
accommodate their unique lifestyle. He hasn’t
achieved everything he wants in life yet, since he
would still love to design a hotel or a museum.
Professionally, he feels fulfilled when he sees his
clients enjoying the spaces designed for them.
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MARTYN LAWRENCE BULLARD
USA · www.martynlawrencebullard.com

© Martyn Lawrence Bullard

An award-winning interior designer Martyn
Lawrence Bullard design is known all over the
world. He is popular because of his eclecticism
and the mixing of different tendencies and flavors.
The designer becomes a huge design world star for
his over-the-top interior projects for celebrities.

In addition to his decorator career, Martyn Lawrence
Bullard is also a popular television personality, with
various tv shows and programs. The best knowns:
Million Dollar Decorators, Hollywood Me, The
Talk, and Hollywood at Home. Martyn Lawrence
Bullard’s client’s list is full of celebrities and
big-names. Ranging from the Kardashian-Jenner
family to Tommy Hilfiger, to Cher and Ellen
Pompeo and Eva Mendes, among the others. His
projects – expressing his personal exotic flair and
his client’s own needs and wishes.

© Martyn Lawrence Bullard

His passion for design started when he was
really young. Martyn Lawrence Bullard started
collecting and reselling design objects when he
was only a teenager. Afterward, he transferred
to Los Angeles to pursue an acting career and
there he found several interior designs requests
to decorate celebrities’ abodes. Since then, he
has become one of the most sought-after interior

designers with his name featured permanently in
top magazines.
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MATTEO NUNZIATI
Italy · www.matteonunziati.com

© Matteo Nunziati

© Matteo Nunziati

© Matteo Nunziati

Matteo Nunziati is a good example of a person
who’s had it for the arts since the beginning.
Born in Bologna in 1972 he’s currently regarded
as one of the most influential designers and
architects with Italian origins that the two
industries have ever seen.
Aside from having potential partnerships with
top luxury furniture brands such as Molteni &
C., Poliform, Lema, B&B Italia, Poltrona Frau,
Giorgetti, Flexform, Minotti, among many other
top-players, Nunziati has been handling a variety
of establishments such as luxury hotels, residences,
wellness centres, and spas all over the world.

Among one of the main highlights of his career
we definitely have to mention his work on the
take on the Trump Towers which earned him
many compliments from the 45th President of
the United States himself. Other projects that
are well worth a mention include the Bosco
Verticale penthouse in Milan winner of the
prestigious Royal Institute of British Architects
Award (RIBA) 2018 for International Excellence,
the skyscraper penthouse in New York at 432
Park Avenue that is considered one of the most
prestigious residential buildings in the world and
the most expensive one thanks to the sale of one
apartment for 95 million USD.

© Matteo Nunziati

His projects, exclusive and enhanced by the
skillful selection of materials and furnishings, are
well known to feature the production excellence
of Made in Italy design and of the Italian design

giants! No wonder that most of his stunning
projects have been published in the major Italian
and international magazines.
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© Matteo Thun & Partners | Bar Campari Vienna

MATTEO THUN & PARTNERS
Italy · www.matteothun.com

© Matteo Thun & Partners | Bar Campari Vienna

Matteo Thun is the leading force behind Matteo
Thun and is a stunning example that pretty much
defined many of the trends seen today in regards to
Italian Architecture. Currently living and working
in Milan city and with a very multicultural
background, Thun has created a solid legacy that
turned him into a top reference today.

Right now, Matteo Thun & Partners is a company
that has its offices in Milan and Shanghai, where
the team works on a large scale of projects
regarding architecture, interiors and product
design. Matteo Thun and his team are the
types of designers who have a multicultural,
holistic approach both in small and large scale
projects. Having a large clientele from many
backgrounds of hospitality, the team is used to
dealing with a variety of matters in that regard,
such as private residences, headquarters
and other corporate e buildings, as well as
designing their own products from tableware
to bathroom collections.

© Matteo Thun & Partners | Bar Campari Vienna

© Matteo Thun & Partners | Bar Campari Vienna

Founded in 1984, Matteo Thun & Partners is
an architecture and design studio, headed by
Matteo Thun and Antonio Rodriguez, that
operates internationally in the hospitality,
healthcare, residential, offices and retail sectors
and product design.
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Italy · www.laistudio.com

© Maurizio Lai | IYO Aalto | Photo: Andrea Martira Donna

Architect and Designer Maurizio Lai started
his career as set designer for the national TV
broadcasters, while working on retail and display
concepts for major luxury brands, such as
Longines, Montblanc and Gucci, among others.

An original interpreter of contemporary
aesthetics, his work is defined by an instinctive

Besides the practice Maurizio Lai supports the
promotion of the Culture of Excellence in Design
in collaboration with influential educational
institutions, by teaching workshops and receiving
international delegations.

© Maurizio Lai | IYO Aalto | Photo: Andrea Martira Donna

In 1998 he founded LAI STUDIO in Milan,
building synergies between architecture and
design, which determine the fabrication of rather
impacting concepts for the retail, commercial
and hospitality industry, as well as for private
residential projects and developments.

approach, which certainly reflects in the
originality of his lighting creations.Widely
acknowledged for his remarkable production,
his style has been described as one of the most
interesting in the Italian contemporary scene.
With a strong focus on custmization and a
selected network of manufacturing partners,
Lai and the studio delivers outstanding bespoke
design solutions worldwide.

© Maurizio Lai | IYO Aalto | Photo: Andrea Martira Donna

MAURIZIO LAI
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NATALIA MIYAR
UK · www.nataliamiyar.com

© Natalia Miyar

© Natalia Miyar

Global travel, a rich cultural heritage, and an
academic background are the driving forces
that inspire Natalia Miyar’s work. An intuitive
creator with a love of beauty, Natalia approaches
design with an understanding of balance and
proportion. The results are spaces which are both
serene and lively.

© Natalia Miyar

© Natalia Miyar

Miyar is the leader of Natalia Miyar Atelier based
in Chelsea, London. It’s with the help of the
team of this studio that Miyar manages to create
stunning and amazing luxury interiors that
usually feature Miyar’s ability to merge glamour
with practicality! It was this amazing ability that
led her to become one of the best interior design
professionals in London, being hailed constantly
as one of the top designers in the United kingdom
by several publications.
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NINI ANDRADE DA SILVA
Portugal · www.niniandradesilva.com

© Nini Andrade Da Silva

© Nini Andrade Da Silva

Recognized as one of the best interior designers
in Portugal, Nini Andrade Da Silva was in this
year’s panel of speakers of the Luxury Design
& Craftsmanship Summit 2019 in Oporto,
Portugal. Born in Funchal, Madeira Island,
Nini graduated in Design and Marketing and
simultaneously pursued further academic and
professional experience abroad, where she
studied and worked in New York, London, Paris,
South Africa, and Denmark.

As one of the best Portuguese interior designers,
Nini Andrade Da Silva saw her supreme modern
design’ works being distinguished several times
while also becoming a constant presence in
prestigious publications worldwide.

© Nini Andrade Da Silva

Her homeland, Madeira, is unquestionably one
of the main inspirations for her creative work

and unique design. That can definitely be seen in
some examples of her work such as the Garota
do Calhau collection, profoundly inspired by
the pebbles on that island. The known bespoke
designer is definitely international energy when
it comes to promoting Portuguese craftsmanship
through her luxury interior design projects.
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O&A DESIGN
Russia · www.oa-design.com

© O&A Design | Tverskoy Boulevard

© O&A Design | Tverskoy Boulevard

In the O&A Design studio, Oleg Koldt is fully
involved in the process of creativity and enjoy
both the process and the result equally. On the
other hand, Agapova is responsible for physical
experience and the force behind all the strategy,
while Klodt plays the role of creative force behind
the majestic projects of the studio.

Over the past 20 years, Klodt and Agapova have
developed an invaluable reputation for creating
elegant, sophisticated and timeless interiors for
private and commercial clients across the globe.
Their award-winning portfolio also includes
luxury hotels, restaurants and stores. With the
growing number of international projects, and
in order to consolidate their bespoke objects and
furniture design under their own unique brand
that has been shining brightly in the past years!

© O&A Design | Tverskoy Boulevard

© O&A Design | Tverskoy Boulevard

O&A Design is run by Anna Agapova and
Oleg Klodt, the creative director and founder
respectively, with offices in London and Moscow,
and are responsible for some breathtaking
interior design projects.
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OLSON KUNDIG
USA · www.olsonkundig.com

surrounds it. Assuming that the structure of a
building can serve as a bridge between nature,
culture, and people (it can and should be an
element of huge impact), Olson proceed with the
idea of creating the firm.

Already with five decades of existence, Olson
Kundig‘s has grown to a point that transcends
their work on residences for which it is still best
known. They place their energy and motivation
on every project no matter the briefing, a cabin
in the woods is going to have the same type
of commitment that a high-rise in Seoul, for
example. The greatest ideas and minutia are
present in the smallest details, giving coherence
to the entire experience of the built site.

© Collywood Kunding

Speaking of its creative existence, the company
started in 1996 with the architect Jim Olson, his
work at the time was focused on the relationship
between the residence and the landscape that

© Collywood Kunding

© Collywood Kunding

Owned by five associates – Jim Olson, Tom
Kundig, Kirsten R. Murray, Alan Maskin and
Kevin Kudo-King – with a supportive and
interested staff with approximately 190 persons
in the notable Pioneer Square neighbourhood of
downtown Seattle, Olson Kundig made its mark.
In a way of responding to international needs
and their expanding team, the company opened
a workspace in New York in 2014. But it was in
the year 2000 that the in-house interiors studio
of the company was founded, providing a full
package of services.
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PEPE CALDERIN DESIGN

continuously aims for higher customer satisfaction
and commits to bringing more value to its clients
and to the community.

USA · www.pepecalderindesign.com

The designer’s team of talented professionals
work intimately with the client to make sure
that all of their wants and needs are meant, in a
way that each project becomes a characteristic
reflection of their unique tastes and style.

The design firm’s clients are accustomed to
luxury and extravagance to match their lifestyles.
The design team uses colour, texture, movement
and shape to amuse the senses and convert an
average space into something extraordinary.
Pepe Calderin Design works with the client to
achieve their design aesthetic, combined with
knowledge to create a truly exclusive space in
a top project.

© Pepe Calderin Design

Pepe Calderin Design is a Miami and New
York-based interior design firm that sits on the full
service of high-end residential and commercial
spaces. They share over 20 years of experience in
the interior design world, expanding more and
more each time, at an international level.

This interior design firm shares an eccentric design
identity that focuses on the mix of colours and
materials, smooth textures that creates a touch
of elegance and preciousness. Over the last 20
years, the firm gained recognition with its fresh,
energetic and visionary top interior projects.
For the past years, Pepe Calderin Design has been
receiving recognition from different organizations
such as the Miami District and Miami Award
Program. But despite these achievements, the firm

© Pepe Calderin Design

Pepe Calderin Design is specialized in both
high-end residential and commercial projects
throughout the Americas, Europe, and Saudi
Arabia. This award-winning company shares
a concept on the freshness, energy, visionary
and modern essence. In every project they
develop, they make sure to deliver the most

eccentric and exquisite settings, without any
boundaries imposed.
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PETER MARINO
USA · www.petermarinoarchitect.com

© Peter Marino

© Peter Marino

Peter Marino, one of the top interior designers
in the world, is the principal of Peter Marino
Architect PLLC, an internationally acclaimed
architecture, planning and design firm founded
in 1978 and based in New York City, with several
offices around the United States of America, like
Philadelphia, Miami and so on.
Marino is Chairman of the Venetian Heritage
Foundation and a board member of the
International Committee of L’Union Centrale des
Arts Décoratifs. He holds an architecture degree
from Cornell University and began his career at
Skidmore Owings & Merrill, George Nelson and
I.M. Pei/Cossutta & Ponte.

of Architecture, Art, and Planning in 1971. But it’s
never been quite like this: Marino has become the
No. 1 designer of the luxury landscape, the man
who best understands how to move a customer
on any continent through salons full of leather
and lipstick and straight to the register. He knows
how to work for any number of competitors —
walk down 57th Street near Fifth Avenue: That’s
Marino’s Vuitton, Marino’s Chanel, Marino’s
Christian Dior—while keeping the brand identities
intact and the sales figures brisk.

Marino’s designs can be usually characterised by
emphasised materiality, texture, scale light and the
constant dialogue between interior and exterior.
He is widely known for his residential and retail
interior designs for the most iconic names in
the fashion and art worlds. Notable and recently
completed retail projects include the Chanel
Store in NYC md Ermemegildo Zegna flagship
stores in Paris, Milan, New York, Tokyo and
Shangai or Chanel boutiques in Paris, New York
and Singapore. Greatest of the recent hospitality
projects include the Yacht Club Costa Smeralda in
Sardina, and Four Seasons Resort in Santa Barbara.

© Peter Marino

Peter Marino has been an architect for a long time
— ever since he graduated from Cornell’s College

If Marino’s personal style is specific and indelible,
his architecture and interiors are much harder
to pin down. You can clearly see that Marino
doesrn’t have one style or one color in mind. He
is a designer of the world and knows how to stay
in trend. But anyway you look ati t, it’s impossible
not to feel atracted by Marino’s unique style and
gigantic creativity!
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PETI LAU
USA · www.petilau.com

© Peti Lau

From opera singer to “AristoFreak” creator, Peti
Lau is a top interior designer based in New York
that’s been revolutionizing the industry for the
past few years with her artsy and powerful style!
She caught the eye of many top publications and
some great names of the industry that completely
fell in love with Lau’s energy and style!
From an early age, Peti Lau has a deep passion
for what surrounds her. She studied architecture,
which she considers to have contributed a lot to
the interior designer today. However, discovering
her passion took some time, so Peti Lau launched
herself into the discovery of the world. In fact,
travelling around the world helped her to decide
who she wanted to be. She travelled to various
places, created businesses such as a restaurant,

a cocktail bar, and launched a clothing line for
chefs in Bali, Hawaii and India, among many
other experiences that helped to create a very
particular style: AristoFreak, a style that can be
described as the old-world charms adapted for
the modern days.
As we’ve already told you, Aristofreak is now
Peti Lau’s main signature style. At an age when
cultures, times and environments blend, patterns
and colours, AristoFreak tells a story. The brand
was born from a funny story. In a conversation
with her ex-husband, where she told him all the
travels and immense projects, he pronounced –
“Oh! That’s so AristoFreak “- and even without
knowing what it meant, at the time, the name
remained till this day.
© Peti Lau
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PIERRE-YVES ROCHON
France · www.pyr-design.com

© Pierre-Yves Rochon

© Pierre-Yves Rochon

Since 1979, Pierre-Yves Rochon and his team
have strived to enhance the guest experience
by providing the most luxurious hotel interiors!
Known as one of the best interior designers in
France, Pierre-Yves Rochon is an award-winning
top interior designer for his stunning, marvelous
and sophisticated interior design projects!

© Pierre-Yves Rochon

Pierre Yves-Rochon approaches each design
project with an open mind, beginning with
the client’s vision and business goals for their
project: one of his main goals is to enhance every
aspect of the guest experience while reflecting on
each location’s culture, history, and geography.
His vast knowledge of European classicism,
especially French style and culture, is at the core
of each project’s design. His design philosophy
is all about creating a refined, comfortable
atmosphere that celebrates elegance and warmth
while providing a timeless backdrop for an
ever-changing modern culture.

© Pierre-Yves Rochon

Known to celebrate the rich heritages of his
interior design projects, Pierre-Yves Rochon often
preserves their spirit through an idiosyncratic
and unique design. Designed by him and his
talented team, each space is composed of elements
drawn from each property’s location, culture
and history, supported by classic French style
and ideals. Traditional and modern materials,

textures and furniture combine to create new
interiors that are elegant, engaging and soothing.
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PTANG STUDIO
China · www.ptangstudio.com

© Ptang Studio | Hong Kong Residence

© Ptang Studio | Hong Kong Residence

Ptang Studio Limited was established in 1997
and engages in a diverse scope of projects
ranging from small scale residential to show
flat design and to large scale commercial works;
such as corporate headquarters and movie
launching functions.

© Ptang Studio | Hong Kong Residence

Their company is organized around a series of
teams, each of which is managed by experienced
designers. They do believe their aggressive
and energetic designers with professional
experiences are able to provide the best services
for their clients.

© Ptang Studio | Hong Kong Residence

As a professional consultant company, they
engage in a wide range of projects from all over
the world in Hong Kong, China, Japan, and the UK.
Their philosophy is modest and getting to basics is
what they believe in. They create spaces bringing
out clients the most comfortable atmosphere by
understanding their individual preferences.

Seeking for the finest quality and innovations,
developing a fresh and unique style that transcends
existing boundaries and widens the horizon of
design in the visionary future is our aim.
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QUINCOCES-DRAGÒ & PARTNERS
Italy · www.quincocesdrago.com

With each project that comes their way, the main
aim of Quincoces-Drago is to create harmonious
environments that give a unique sense of belonging
to everything in it. This effect is directed not only
to the hosts of the home but also to those visiting it.
The point is to never obstruct the spatial sensations
of a specific location: its original genius loci.
One fun fact about Quincoces-Drago: both David
Lopez Quincoces and Fanny Bauer Grung are the
current curators of Six Gallery. It consists of a
space that aims to combine design from different
times and origins without any type of boundaries.
There are many pieces shown that that can vary
from collector pieces to anonymous ones. The
displays within this gallery are meant to tell a
tale of an ever-changing space and aesthetic.
You can find several pieces of seating, glasswork,
tables and lighting.

© Quincoces-Drago & Partners

Quincoces-Drago & Partners is an architectural
and design studio which was established in 2008
by David Lopez Quincoces. The team would end
up having a valuable addition with the entrance
of Fanny Bauer Grung in 2013. Quincoces-Drago
& Partners have a special touch for making each
individual respect a certain space for what it is
(whether if it has a specific heritage or not) as
well as to help heighten the visitors’ awareness of
such a space. They obtain the last point through
the manipulation of elements such as light and
natural materials that give a timeless aesthetic to
the interior display of each project.

© Quincoces-Drago & Partners

© Quincoces-Drago & Partners

Quincoces-Drago & Partners consist of a full
architectural and design studio specializing in
luxury retail, hospitality and residential spaces.
This specialized company from Milan is an
incredible example of a unique take on interior
design as a whole.
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RICHARD MISHAAN
USA · www.richardmishaan.com

© Richard Mishaan

Richard Mishaan prepares and builds every
interior design project with the love he feels for
the industry. Mishaan is a famously recognized
interior designer that leads the industry at an
international level. For 25 years, his design
company has been revolutionizing every interior,
from residential, hospitality to commercial
settings. Selected many times as AD 100 and
Elle Decor’s A-List, we had the pleasure of
interviewing the amazing design expert.

Recognized in AD 100, as well as Elle Decor A-List,
the designer says that he has not yet achieved
everything he wanted in life! He certainly is
looking for new design challenges so he can
continue to surprese every design aficionado in
the world.

© Richard Mishaan

Richard Mishaan is a world leader when it
comes to interior design, due to his timeless and
artistic interiors, within residential, hospitality

and commercial projects. For the past 25 years,
the interior designer has been gracing us with
unbelievable interiors. To achieve this kind of
success, Richard relied on the love he feels for
the industry. It was through that massive and
continuous learning that he became one of the
top interior designers.
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ROBERT COUTURIER INC
USA · www.robertcouturier.com

trusted him with the re-conception, execution,
and continuous embellishment of Goldsmith’s
20,000-acre kingdom on the Pacific Coast of
Mexico that eventually became one of his
statement design projects!
Being completely aware that everyone is different,
with different approaches, Robert Couturier knows
that every interior project must be completely
adequate to the architecture, to the clients and to
the setting within. Inspired on the rich interiors
in which he spent his childhood and youth,
Robert Couturier commits to creating amazing
settings, that can function as comfortable, as well
as perfectly luxurious, establishing amazing and
sophisticated ambiences.

© Robert Couturier INC

Couturier surrounds himself with constant
challenges and he’s able to achieve them
successfully. A big examples of challenges
he overcame brings us back to 1987, when
the top interior designer made history when
the billionaire financier Sir James Goldsmith

© Robert Couturier INC

© Robert Couturier INC

Robert Couturier is one of the most prestigious
interior designers that impress and continues
to do so, through the constant innovation of
the interior design world. He has already taken
over the United States, as well as Europe, South
America and Russia. His name has been included
in Architectural Digest’s prestigious annual
list of the best decorators and architects in the
world, has become synonymous with continental
and international style.
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ROCKWELL GROUP
USA · www.rockwellgroup.com

© Rockwell Group

With offices in New York, Madrid and Shanghai,
this design group specializes in their professional
range in a wide array of work from luxury
hospitality, cultural, and healthcare projects, to
educational, product, and set design.

Some of the greatest projects created by David
and his team include the stunning interiors of the
Nobu Restaurants and the W Hotels, the exuberant
Mohegan Sun Casino, or the pop-tastic scenery
for the Broadway musical Hairspray. But these
are only a few illustrious examples of this studio’s
amazing work because right now, the Rockwell
Group is clearly one of the most prolific design
studios on the planet with top projects in all the
major cities of the world!

© Rockwell Group

Their work is a masterful example of luxury
architecture that they achieve by crafting a unique
and individual narrative concept for each interior
design project. These are the basis of the Rockwell
Group‘s signature design approach. From the big
picture to the smallest detail, the story informs

and drives the design approach. That’s why
every design project designed by them features
a unique combination of interactive technology,
handmade objects, custom fixtures, and furniture
to create environments that seamlessly integrate
technology, craftsmanship, and design.

© Rockwell Group

Founded in New York in 1984 by one of the top
interior designers and architects of the US, David
Rockwell, the Rockwell Group creates the most
extraordinary contract and artistic designs all
around the world.
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ROMANEK DESIGN STUDIO
USA · www.romanekdesignstudio.com

is proud to lead a team of dedicated designers and
professionals, all of whom share her passion for
design and excitement for innovation.
Romanek Design Studio can enhance anyinterior
design solution with intelligent, beautiful, and
functional architectural planning, re-design
or renovation, creating a harmonious balance
between the space, its visual impact and its utility.
© Romanek Design Studio

Brigette and Romanek have been featured in
Architectural Digest’s 2019 “AD 100”, as well
as other amazing design publications which
reinforces Brigette’s passion and quality! Romanek

© Romanek Design Studio

© Romanek Design Studio

The Romanek Design Studio was created to
offer bespoke architecture, design and project
management solutions to a wide range of
commercial and residential clientele. Founded by
Brigette Romanek from Chicago, Romanek Design
Studio presents fresh, exciting design concepts for
the most discerning clients.
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ROTTET STUDIO
USA · www.rottetstudio.com

© Rottet Studio | Montauk Residence | Photo: Scott

© Rottet Studio | River Oaks | Photo: Jack Thompson

Their success is based on Laura Rottet’s
incredible vision. She finds the design of the
interior environment particularly challenging

and satisfying, combining psychology, theater,
art and architecture with the use of unlimited
media. Rottet is one of the few designers whose
work in both Commercial office and Hospitality
is celebrated and award-winning. She finds
this an asset to her commercial projects as her
expertise in hospitality allows her to bring a more
dynamic approach to office design. Her distinct
design approach, characterized by precise detail
and architecturally-driven solutions, reflects her
over 35 years of professional practice, as well as
a commitment to improve the human experience
through the built environment. She also has an
impressive body of work in residential design.

© Rottet Studio | Conrad DC | Photo: Eric Laignel

© Rottet Studio | The Alessandra Hotel | Photo: Eric Laignel

Rottet Studio is an international architecture
and design firm with an extensive portfolio of
corporate, hospitality, residential and maritime
projects for the world’s leading companies and
brands. In the last decade, founder Lauren Rottet
has developed Rottet Studio to transform it into
one of the finest interior design practices in the
United States, and they are consistently ranked
among the corporate and hospitality Top 100
Design Giants by Interior Design magazine.

Today, Rottet Studio boasts more than 40 million
square feet of built design and a vast array of
award-winning projects and furniture designs.
The firm’s principals have worked together
for as many as 35 years offering a broad range
of services including architecture and interior
design, furniture design, graphic design, product
design, branding and art selection. They are
known in the marketplace as innovators, not
followers. Rottet Studio provides innovative
architectural solutions characterized by precise
detail and direct response to the client’s goals.
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SARA FOLCH INTERIOR DESIGN
Spain · www.sarafolch.com

© Sara Folch

© Sara Folch

Sara Folch has been creating an incredible interior
design for over 25 years in Spanish Barcelona.
Sarah herself has been building a career into
being considered one of the top interior designers
of Spanish origins out there who’s been involved
in a variety of interior project types.
Throughout the years, Sara Folch Interior Design
has been widely recognized as one of the best
interior design studios in Spain. The studio has
been proven to be able to take on a variety of
elements such as apartment design as well as
urban building designing.

Folch has admitted to feeling fulfilled whenever
she sees that creativity has become a reality
along with witnessing the client’s reactions
whenever the final product is revealed. Sara
Folch’s style is best defined as being polished,
elegant and timeless. Whenever she and her
team take on a new challenge one of the cares
she takes is adapting to the style of the projects.
With the aforementioned features, she manages
to easily please more than one taste. From her
point of view, each decor style is timeless and
dignified, yet she finds every style of interior
decor wonderful.

© Sara Folch
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SARA STORY

contemporary audience with both classic and
edgier tastes. She launched a second wallpaper
collection in 2015, inspired by a love of travel,
launched in the spring of 2015.

USA · www.sarastorydesign.com

With the help of some high-end artistic luxury
brands like Boca do Lobo, Sara Story created some
amazing and powerful house projects wherein
each room would happen something surprising.
She also usually favors neutral palette, but she’s
also known for introducing elements to add some
fun, color and bring the owner’s personality into

every room. As you’ve learned by now, Sara is
passionate about the arts, so in all of her projects
she ties to include some amazing artwork pieces
that create a perfect design pair with another
stunning piece of furniture art. In this way, Sara
insights some artistical coherence and, most of
all, insights some powerful design debates.

© Sara Story

Since founding her eponymous and luxury design
firm based in New York, Sara Story has forged
a reputation for imparting to all her projects
an ineffable style she can truly call her own.
Drawing inspiration from extensive travels, an
active interest in contemporary art and fashion,
and a rigorous lifestyle, Sara wields a keen eye to
exact her aesthetic vision.
Sara earned a B.F.A. from the University of San
Diego and a degree in Interior Architecture from
the Academy of Art University in San Francisco.
After graduating she started to make her name
for herself with a series of top design projects
that caught the eye of some amazing publications
like Elle Decor Magazine, that named Sara one

of the “Top 5 to Watch.” NY Spaces also named
her to the Top 50 Designers in New York. Since
then her projects have appeared in Architectural
Digest, Interior Design, Wall Street Journal and
The New York Times just to name a few.
Sara is also passionate about arts and philanthropy.
She is a Board Member of Ballroom Marfa, a
contemporary art space in Marfa, Texas, with a
focus on allowing freedom of artistic expression
through culturally impactful art. Always dynamic,
Sara and her firm continue to work to this day on
residential and commercial projects worldwide.
But in 2012, Sara expanded her commercial
portfolio and launched a wallpaper collection
that transforms traditional Asian motifs for a
© Sara Story
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SARAH LAVOINE
France · www.maisonsarahlavoine.com

© Sarah Lavoine

© Sarah Lavoine

Known as one of Paris’ most influencial interior
designers, Sarah Lavoine’s unique design spirit is
considered alive, natural and energetic. Lavoine
has a specific style and the contemporary
interior design projects she designs always
make us wonder how to add remarkable and
extraordinary details in order to produce a
relaxing and chic environment, the same way
she does so effectively.

According to the top interior designer, there is
nothing worse than when an entire room – or
worse, an entire house – is designed with one
theme all over. In each of her modern interior
design projects, Lavoine uses similar principles
and never avoids the ordinary and works the
total look. Sarah Lavoine does her best and
knows how to mix and combine different items.
© Sarah Lavoine

Since launching her own design studio in 2002,
Sarah Lavoine has opened two Parisian stores
and produced a range of home furnishings.

Besides this, she also designs a collection for
French porcelain house Bernardaud, which is
featured at Barneys New York
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SARTORIAL INTERIORS
Australia · www.sartorialinteriors.com.au

© Satorial Interiors

and express their wonderfully unique design
preferences and to tell their story.
The team of Sartorial Interiors are passionate
about sourcing the truly beautiful and unusual to
ensure your home is rich, layered and interesting.
And, as you can see from their amazing portfolio,
they are crazy about colour and textiles and
creating stunning curtains, custom furniture and
soft furnishings.

© Satorial Interiors

Considered to be one of the best design studios
in HOUZZ Australia, Sartorial Interiors are well
known for not taking a cookie cutter approach,
prefering to tailor each project around the
client’s lifestyle, while helping them draw out

© Satorial Interiors

© Satorial Interiors

Sartorial Interiors is a Sydney based boutique
interior design and decorating practice that
specialises in bespoke residential projects with
loads of personality. This studio was founded by
Monique Sartor in 2009.
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SASHA BIKOFF
USA · www.sashabikoff.com

© Sasha Bikoff | Brillia

Bikoff is known for her balanced understanding
of design, flawless execution, and technical
knowhow sculpted from her vast worldly exploits
and experiences. This top designer has exhibited
her work in leading industry events, including
Salone del Mobile in collaboration with Versace,
DIFFA, Lenox Hill Neighborhood House Gala,
Holiday House Hamptons, AD Show or Holiday
House NYC!
As it is easy to see, New York is one of Bikoff’s
places to showcase her work. In fact, her style is
heavily influenced by the multicultural flavors of
this city that’s also her hometown! She’s a popular
and high-performance designer with a grandiose
ability to develop and promote colorful spaces!
© Sasha Bikoff | Uehara

One of the most prominent names in the world of
interior design, the interior designer Sasha Bikoff
has a special talent that no one seems to grasp
– and she’s keeping it hidden. From fabulous
design projects filled with colour and a tad bit of
play on the maximalist style to new york interior
designer has a lot to teach us.

© Sasha Bikoff | Brillia

© Sasha Bikoff | Dolce

Sasha Bikoff’s aesthetic is 18th Century French
Rococo mixed with 1960s Space Age Modern, 1970s
French Modernism, and 1980s Italian Memphis
Milano – which she executes with colorful fabrics
and rare antiques. It is a combination that highlights
the best of the best from the coveted aesthetics of
New York, the Hamptons, Miami, Palm Beach,
and Palm Springs. Using a keen understanding of
design and culture, Sasha Bikoff is surely a bright
star in the interior design universe!
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SHERNAVAZ INTERIORS
India

© Fabien Charuau - Aadarsh Palm - Shernavaz Barucha
© Fabien Charuau - Aadarsh Palm - Shernavaz Barucha

Shernavaz Bharucha has firmly established herself
as one of the most talented interior designers
in Bangalore. Her style is defined as classic
meets contemporary. For her, the inventive and
experimental process of realizing an individual
space is the most gratifying part of her work.

She is known for going the extra mile for her
clients, finding exactly what you need for your
next project. She carries this philosophy with
every project they work on, a team of professionals
that is sure to bring the refinement and elegance
that Shernavaz Bharucha is known for. Delivering
premier luxury design in a professional manner
without compromising on quality and client
comfort is the motto of this interior design firm.

© Fabien Charuau - Aadarsh Palm - Shernavaz Barucha

© Fabien Charuau - Aadarsh Palm - Shernavaz Barucha

Shernavaz Interiors is a Bangalore based team of
professional interior designers with over 30 years
of experience in delivering world-class projects.
It’s lead by the incredible Shernavaz Bharucha
who specializes in creating state of the art
residences, commercial and hospitality projects in
south India.
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© Stephanie Coutas | Place des Etats-Unis | © Francis Amiand

STÉPHANIE COUTAS
France · www.stephaniecoutas.com

In each of her creations, clean lines are coupled
with spectacular décor, nude tones combine with
precious woods and other high-quality materials:
luscious velvet, unique marble, shagreen, Murano
glassware. Driven by an insatiable curiosity,
Stéphanie Coutas plays with textures and patterns,
drawing inspiration from all eras and trends of the
decorative arts.

© Stephanie Coutas | Villa Greece

Known for her expertise in the design world,
Stéphanie goes above and beyond the expected,
investing both time and energy to ensure each
project is of the utmost quality. With that purpose
in mind, Coutas has developed a luxurious
“ready-to-live” concept which involves the
complete renovation and decoration of apartments,

offering the comfort and elegance of a five-star
hotel. With an expertise that is both technical
and aesthetic, the interior designer collaborates
with renowned craftsmen to create contemporary,
unique and exclusive interiors.

© Stephanie Coutas | Place Victor Hugo

© Stephanie Coutas | Place Victor Hugo

A devotee to craftsmanship and savoir-faire,
French interior designer Stéphanie Coutas designs
plush and modern spaces, mixing art de vivre with
culture. Stéphanie Coutas subtly fuses her love
of romanticism with beautiful workmanship to
create neoclassical and contemporary interiors
that emanate a timeless elegance.
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STUDIA 54
Russia · www.studia-54.ru

© Studia 54 | Novogorsk

Luxury design studio Studia 54 is a force to be
reckoned with in the interior design world, and
particularly within the vibrant Russian design
scene. With a design mission to be the best
international design and architecture studio,
Studia 54 have been gathering the best specialists
in the world of design so they can embody their
dreams in an unique style.

Their overall success determines teir exclusivity,
quality of services and a responsible approach to
the work of its entire team of like-minded people
who share their values. They already conquered
Russia, now they will conquer the World!

© Studia 54 | Moscow

Studia 54 are inspired and empowered at
international professional exhibitions and at
specialized events. They personally communicate

with representatives of exclusive furniture
brands and often use furniture made according
to individual sketches in their projects. Offering
a unique method of working with the customer
and high-class service, Studia 54 meet the
aesthetic needs of customers.
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STUDIO MHNA

quickly understood the synergy which existed
between them as one of life’s gifts, joined forces
and developed new projects together, imagining
decoration as if writing a scenario with joy and
motivation. Their cooperation marked a new
departure: that of large scale projects throughout
the world.

France · www.studio-mhna.com/en

Nicolas Adnet tell stories from around the world
in homes, hotels, spas and restaurants and other
places which they invent. All of their projects
carry the true essence of the creative philosophy
of Marc Hertrich and Nicolas Adnet and they will
continue to surprise us with amazing projects!
The story of this studio began when Marc
Hertrich (that by that time had his own agency)
decided to stop over in Paris where he would
have a memorable meeting that would give new
impetus to his agency’s production. He met a
man passionate about elegance, a self-taught
man who was then working for Lanvin: Nicolas
Adnet, introduced by a mutual friend. Even
though they have two completely different
personalities and characters, Hertrich and Adnet

© Studio MHNA | Rue Gambey

Situated somewhere between analyses, a study
on functionality, a laboratory for ideas, and a
piece of momentary poetry, Marc Hertrich &

© Studio MHNA | Rue Gambey

© Studio MHNA | Orly Cup Cafe

Marc Hertrich & Nicolas Adnet are the leaders
and owners of the Marc Hertrich & Nicolas Adnet
Studio (Studio MHNA) one of the brightest and
most imaginative design and architectural studios
of France! In fact, this amazing studio has been
imagining, optimizing and designing scenarios
for over thirty years. Via the medium of interior
architecture, interior decorating and design,
it offers a certain vision of elegance, a cultured,
respectful and approving look at history, but
which is also curious about new technologies,
arts and crafts, and culture which transcends
all barriers.

Together, they personalize their accomplishments
with the natural richness of the places which
they inhabit, being inspired not only by local
culture, traces and traditions, but also by the
unsurpassable talent contributed by craftspeople,
true partners in creation.
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STUDIOTEN
Italy · www.studioten.net

© Studioten

© Studioten

Studioten was founded in 2015 by Tommaso
Casani and Elena Ronchi , architects trained
in Parma, Florence, Lisbon and important
architectural firms in Florence and Vilnius.
From the outset, the studio intends to maintain a
multidisciplinary character that does not neglect
research and experimentation and keeps alive
the legacy received from the various formations.
The studio deals with architectural design, urban
planning and furniture from the concept to
the development of building practices up to

the construction management. Over the years,
Studioten has also carried out a design branch in the
field of telecommunications for the development
of specialist practices of Environmental Impact
Analysis of wireless broadband transmission
equipment and SCIA practices
Today, studioten continues to grow and continues
to conquer a well deserved space in the Italian
design scene. You can see why when we admire
their amazing design projects!
© Studioten

© Studioten
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STUDIOPEPE
Italy · www.studiopepe.info

their strong iconographic identity, based upon
experimenting, continuous research on colors
and materials and the contamination between the
various contemporary languages with the intent
to provide a solution that is uniquely special and
respectful of each client’s individuality.
In order to create unique interior design projects,
Studiopepe signature style is stratified and eclectic,
uniting poetic vision and rigorous design. Art,
installations, the study of formal archetypes,
experiments with materials and the dialogue
between opposites are some of the themes explored
and developed by the Milan-based design studio.
Studiopepe’s founders, Arianna Lelli and Chiara
Di Pinto, are recognized as some of the most

© Studiopepe / Essential Home

Whether it is a unique private residence or a
creative interior design project for a retail store,
Studiopepe’s design projects are recognizable by

© Studiopepe | Club Unseen

© Studiopepe / Essential Home

Founded by Arianna Lelli Mami and Chiara Di
Pinto in 2006, Studiopepe is an incredible design
agency is focused on design and research through
the use of a multidisciplinary approach, which
includes interior design (retail, hotels, private
commissions), product design and high-quality
services of creative consulting for top brands
(such as Agape, Alessi, Baccarat, Baxter, Fendi,
Max&Co, among others) or simple design
lovers. The Milan-based design studio not only
creates impressive residential designs but also
unique commercial projects and even their own
furniture collections.

talented designers in the world. Passionate
about art, she collects “objets trouvés”, Arianna
has always been fascinated by the ways
people live and inhabit space, she looks at
design from a viewpoint that is free from rigid
schemes. Recently, she has been working on
a personal project that unites rediscovered
photography with collage. As for Chiara,
she started collaborating as an interior stylist
and journalist for many Italian and international
magazines and due to her artistic path, she
has always had a strong interest in materials,
shapes, and colors. Her approach to design and
her love of research is distinctive and endless.
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TARA BERNERD
UK · www.tarabernerd.com

© Tara Bernerd

© Tara Bernerd

The British designer is more known for having
founded Tara Bernerd & Partners, a firm
dedicated to interior architecture and design
(currently based in London’s Belgravia) in 2002.
Today this group has a team of 25 architects and

Though each project is unique, Tara Bernerd
& Partners’ handsome signature style is one of
approachable luxury with an industrial edge and
each space possesses a masculine and ultimately
timeless elegance.

© Tara Bernerd

designers highly trained to take on many types
of interior projects. She gained her talents thanks
to the fact that she worked for Starck at his YOO
design studio during the 1990s, an experience
that would make her and set her up for the
challenges she would be facing throughout her
unique career.

© Tara Bernerd

Tara Bernerd is a British Designer who is the
founder of the established interior architectural
practice Tara Bernerd & Partners! In her Design
Studio, Tara works with an executive team
that’s formed by highly experienced architects
and designers whose mission is to transform
Bernerd’s vision into a reality.
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TAYLOR HOWES
UK · www.taylorhowes.co.uk

© Taylor Howes | Cheval Place Reception

© Taylor Howes | Landmark

Headed by co-founder Karen Howes, who took
over when Gail Taylor left the company in 2011,
Taylor Howes has designed sumptuous private

homes and prestigious vacation destinations
across Europe and the United States. Karen, one
of the industry’s top interior designers, is also
on the board of advisory of the KLC School of
Design, keeping her reputation of importance
in check. After 26 years, the firm is still creating
modern, sleek, ultra-sophisticated designs and
becoming more and more influential by the day.
Whether you’re looking for home interior design
ideas or you’re thinking of hiring Karen, these
Taylor Howes favorites are eye candy for any
design lover.

© Taylor Howes | The Old War Office Residences

Taylor Howes is an international luxury interior
design company that has built up its reputation
for creating interiors of distinction, being on
the list of best UK interior design practices.
Founded in 1993, the practice has amazing
projects all around the world, both residential
and commercial, concentrated on giving their
clients what is truly personal to them whilst also
bearing in mind the ageless elegance that defines
this firm.
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TIHANY DESIGN
© Tihany Design | Victoria Place

USA · www.tihanydesign.com

It’s by looking up the stunning portfolio of this
incredible design studio and of its iconic creator
that we can understand why they are considered
one of the most famous interior designers in the
hospitality industry!

© Tihany Design | Seafood Bar

So if you love delicious cuisine served in a
beautiful atmosphere or if you have a passion
for staying in high-end statement hotels, then
chances are you have visited a location designed
by Adam D. Tihany and his amazing team at
Tihany Design!

Often referred to as the originator of the hospitality
design profession, Adam D. Tihany and Tihany
Designs’s unique and luxurious projects can be
experienced not only iconic hotels, restaurants and
bars, but also at cruise ships and amazing contract
projects all around the world. They all have a sense
of design uniqueness that showcases the symbol
and statement of Tihany’s recognizable work!.

© Tihany Design | Victoria Place

© Tihany Design | Victoria Place

Adam D. Tihany has garnered widespread
admiration for his elegant and immensely creative
hospitality designs. His sophisticated, often
groundbreaking work is the result, in part, of his
global perspective and passion for the industry!
He joined forces with other creative minds of the
industry to found Tihany Design, a firm dedicates
itself to custom-tailoring restaurants and hotels
to reflect each client’s singular vision and unique
brand of hospitality.
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T.O. Interior Design is an
award-winning interior
design agency, that offers a
360 degree design experience.

T.O. INTERIOR DESIGN
UK · www.tointeriordesign.com

© T.O. Interior Design

Theresa Obermoser Interior Design (T.O.
Interior Design) is an award-winning interior
design agency, that offers a 360 degree design
experience. From interior design, restaurant
concepts and branding, the founder Theresa
Obermoser and her very talented team can
assist in all areas of the design process.

Theresa and her design studio have been widely
recognized for their work in the industry. Some
of their most exclusive and incredible projects
have been published in various print and online
magazines like Forbes.com, Business Insider
Magazine and Conde Nast Traveller.
© T.O. Interior Design

Theresa Obermoser incorporates a unique style
that can be best described as effortlessly elegant
grounded in efficacy and practicality. Her passion
for interior design can be ascribed by her time
spent growing up at her family’s hotel in Kitzbühel,
Austria, where she enjoyed playing an active role

in virtually every vertical of the hotel business
which provided her with invaluable insights and
a deep understanding into the nuances of design,
and importantly, helped develop and later hone her
artistic and eclectic style that still defines her today.
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TOM DIXON
UK · www.tomdixon.net

© Tom Dixon | Hong Kong Store

As a famous product designer, Tom Dixon
explored the decorative and structural potential
of recycled materials and industrial scrap. Some

of his favored materials at this time included
railings, concrete reinforcement bars, car inner
tubing, and saucepans.Also recognized for his
modern interior design projects, Dixon is an
icon, a self-educated maverick whose every
move is followed passionately by the unique
design, fashion and art world. Furthermore, the
top interior designer believes that contemporary
design colors the world. At the moment, Dixon
acts as the Creative Director of Artek, as the
Tom Dixon brand and also belongs to the Design
Embassy at the London ICA.

© Tom Dixon

© Tom Dixon

Born in Tunisia, Tom Dixon is a British top designer
who is known across the globe: his creative works
have been acquired by international contemporary
museums including the Victoria and Albert
Museum in London, Museum of Modern Art in
New York and also the Centre Georges Pompidou
in Paris. Tom Dixon’s main goal as a product
designer and as one of the best interior designers is
to revive the British furniture industry: to improve
this, the creative artist is inspired by the nation’s
heritage and craftsmanship.
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TRIP HAENISCH
USA · www.triphaenisch.com

© Trip Haenisch

© Trip Haenisch

© Trip Haenisch

Trip Haenisch is an award-winning interior
designer renowned for his broad range of styles
and for combining refined creativity with the
unexpected. Trip’s signature design aesthetic
consists of sophisticated, collected spaces with
a laid-back twist that embodies quintessential
California living.
In all of his amazing projects the end result for
Trip Haenisch is always the same: inventive and
personalized designs that ennoble the mind, uplift
the spirit and allow for the utmost in gracious
living. His amazing and powerful design vision
it’s supported by his popular and amazing design
practice - Trip Haenisch Associates - that help
him fulfill his amazing design vision.

For Haenisch, every design is born from each
client’s unique needs—including lifestyle,
location, and architectural surroundings. With
this information, he seamlessly translates, with
an exquisite design sensibility, stylish luxury, and
craftsmanship, into elegant and, livable spaces.
Trip Haenisch and his design practice have
won international acclaim and recognition and
they have been featured in a bevy of major
publications including Elle Decor, The New York
Times, The Wall Street Journal, and Architectural
Digest. His one of Los Angeles top design minds
and his amazing projects prove this statement!

© Trip Haenisch

The Los Angeles-based professional has ample
success with international celebrities, artists,
executives — such as actress Courteney Cox
or hairstylist Chris McMillan — and those who

simply appreciate the highest standards of design
excellence. Possessing an extraordinary eye for
detail and unwavering commitment to style, Trip
Haenisch is unique and seek for his uncanny
ability to articulate his clients’ varied lifestyles
through personalized designs.
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VICTORIA HAGAN
USA · www.victoriahagan.com

© Victoria Hagan | Associates in New Jersey

Featuring a wide range of projects, from
sophisticated urban residences to casual seaside
retreats, the book highlights the hallmarks of
Hagan’s design aesthetic: her artful integration
of architectural elements, refined color palette,
bold silhouettes, strong sense of scale and
proportion, and unerring attention to every
detail. In VICTORIA HAGAN: Interior Portraits
reader are also given insight into what inspires
Hagan – be it sunlight streaming through a
paned window, the ocean, a glimpse of Central
Park, a favorite painting, or a historical reference
– for a better understanding of what shapes the
timeless interiors she creates.

© Victoria Hagan

Soon after Victoria began her career, The New
York Times described her work as “the most
cerebral, the one bound to be influential,” and
she continues to be a major force in the design
community. She is continually featured in
such publications as Architectural Digest, Elle
Décor, W, Town & Country, Harper’s Bazaar,
Traditional Home, In Style and Interior Design.
Vogue exclaimed that she defies the old school
implications of the term ‘lady decorator.’

© Victoria Hagan

© Victoria Hagan | Upper East Side Townhouse

Since founding her firm over 20 years ago, Victoria
has designed an extensive number of versatile
projects throughout the country, from the most
elegant urban residences to casual weekend
retreats, noted residential developments, and
innovative corporate interiors.
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VIKTOR UDZENIJA
UAE · www.viktorudzenija.com

© Viktor Udzenija | Jumeirah Residence

The architect’s interest in functionality and
materiality has also spurned a series of limited
edition furniture and light installations that
complement his projects, most notably ‘The
Little Rocker’ rocking horse that debuted with
Carpenters Workshop Gallery.

Since establishing the studio, Udzenija has
won a series of international architectural
design competitions and awards including
Sustainability Initiative of the Year and
Residential Project of the Year. He has been
recognised by Architectural Digest in its Top 50
Interior Designers of the Middle East list and
by Middle East Architect magazine as a Top
Architect for several consecutive years.

© Viktor Udzenija | Jumeirah Residence

© Viktor Udzenija | Marea Restaurant

Croatian architect and interior designer Viktor
Udzenija founded his eponymous studio in
Dubai, UAE, expanding to Europe in 2020. In
his global portfolio of projects: from London
to Dubai, Prague to Ibiza, Udzenija takes an
artisanal, highly bespoke approach to high-end
residential, retail and commercial design.
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VUDAFIERI & PARTNERS
Italy · www.vudafierisaverino.it

© Delvaux NYC Store - F.OUDEMAN

Based in Milan and Shanghai, the Studio,
founded and run by architects Tiziano Vudafieri
and Claudio Saverino, in its twenty-year
career has developed projects in almost every
country and continent, always adopting an
attentive approach to face the major issues of
the contemporary culture, city, landscape, and

society. One of their recent restaurant designs
was the Spica Restaurant interiors in Milan.
This trendy space tells the journey around the
world of chefs Ritu Dalmia and Viviana Varese
with a concept that combines suggestions from
the Asian world and references to 20th-century
Milanese design, in a vibrant, multicultural
and colorful atmosphere. Other amazing and
exquisite projects designed by this amazing
studio include the Peck CityLife restaurant in
Milan, the acclaimed restaurant Il Luogo di
Aimo e Nadia in Milan or the incredible Delvaux
stores in Rome and Milan. In Asia, Vudafieri
Saverino Partners recently presented some
amazing projects, namely the amazing private
residence Villa Hunan Lu in Shanghai or the
amazing kids playground Scuole Gymboree in
Shenzhen and Suzhou!

© Delvaux NYC Store - F.OUDEMAN

© Delvaux NYC Store - F.OUDEMAN

Vudafieri Saverino Partners is a creative atelier
based in Milan and Shangai, specialized in
architecture and interior design projects for
retail, hotel, and restaurant spaces. The firm is
run by partners Claudio Saverino and Tiziano
Vudafieri and has a workforce of forty including
designers, administrative and logistical staff. The
creative atelier created a unique mid-century
modern interior design project for one of the
trendiest spots in Milan.

Whether it is a residential, commercial or even
industrial, every design project created by
Vudafieri Saverino Partners expresses the close
relationship between the values of the client
and those of the context, creating a meticulous
composition of form and function, sign and
detail. They combine two distinct worlds that
dialogue in harmony in the space and are
reflected respectively in the architecture of
the interior and in that of the furnishings. The
result is a unique interior design method that
combines the identity of places with a specific
“storytelling strategy”.
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VRATIKA AND NAKUL
India

© Vratika and Nakul | Fabien Charuau

© Vratika and Nakul | Fabien Charuau
© Vratika and Nakul | Fabien Charuau

© Vratika and Nakul | Fabien Charuau

One of their most unique and powerful design
projects its In this mesmerizing design project
there is an abode of luxury brands and yet
perfectly coexists without overpowering each
other. Every corner of this reflective residence
and every art piece in it, tells a story.

© Vratika and Nakul | Fabien Charuau

Couple Vratika and Nakul from India create
luxurious designs that are stylishly unique and
luxuriously comfortable, with a unique and
singular choice of colors. This duo aims to set
the rhythm in design trends.
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WARD 5 DESIGN
USA · www.ward5design.com

© Gold Coast House - Photography by Keith Williams

Founded by Leni Calas, Ward 5 Design is already
a statement within the design industry in the
competitive New York area. Known for bringing
a diverse approach to the design process that
results in a highly bespoke space, Ward 5 Designs
mimics the intense energy and enormous design
passion of its founder Leni Calas that, after a
long career in the film and fashion industries,
decided to follow her dream of creating stunning
and unique interiors!

Today, Ward 5 Design’s work can be found in
several statements magazines of the industry like
Vogue Magazine or W Mag. This level of success
isn’t a result of luck, but of hard work and an
incredible sense of how design and interior design
should be! To maximize Cala’s vision, Ward 5
Design utilizes professionals from a wide range
of industries in executing their interior design
process which brings an unprecedented level
of expertise to every residential or commercial
project that they do.

© Gold Coast House - Photography by Keith Williams

© Riverside Penthouse - Photography by Pixy Lau

Based in New York, Ward 5 Design is a full-service
architectural & interior design studio that
combines culture, creativity, and sustainability
to deliver exceptional interior design.
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© WATG | Belmond Reids Palace - Madeira, Portugal

WATG

USA · www.watg.com

© WATG | Belmond Reids Palace - Madeira, Portugal

With more than 70 years of design expertise,
WATG has grown into the role of one of the
world’s leading design consultants in the
hospitality industry. Spread around the globe,
their goal is to create original and imaginative

interiors that have helped cement their place in
the industry for over two decades.
Hospitality projects are the kind of interior design
projects that allow a designers work to shine
through much bigger spaces, since their vision
comes to life on a bigger scale. Over the years,
WATG has had many challenging and creative
projects spread through the six continents on
their portfolio but all showcase the enormous
creativity of this studio.

© WATG | Belmond Reids Palace - Madeira, Portugal

Wimberly Interiors or WATG has spread all
around the world breaking down barriers with its
creativity. The vast presence in several locations
makes them capable of creating unique and
irresistible interiors that travel between different
categories from luxurious, to modern, to eclectic.
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YABU PUSHELBERG

which housed the women’s handbags, accessories,
watches and jewelry categories. In China, the firm
has a long relationship with Lane Crawford and
last fall designed a new unit in the Yintai Centre in
Beijing — largely at the behest of a single cosseted
customer, according to Pushelberg.

Canada · www.yabupushelberg.com

© Yabu Pushelberg

In, 1972, two Ontario natives were brought to
Ryerson University in Toronto for reasons that
can be loosely linked to kismet. The same stroke of

Across the Atlantic, Yabu Pushelberg is immersed
in the rejuvenation of another storied retailer,
the department store Printemps, on the
recommendation of former Louis Vuitton chairman
and ceo Yves Carcelle. The firm also helped
complete a revamp of three floors of the main
Printemps building on Boulevard Haussmann,

© Yabu Pushelberg

George and Glenn‘s partnership is peerless, and
their innate creative abilities have made them
thought leaders in the design world. Dedicated to
delivering the unexpected, they constantly shift
visual paradigms with each completed project,
the end result eliciting an emotional resonance
in the user.

fate brought them together a few years later, and
would mark the start of an abiding partnership in
business and in life. More than three decades later,
George Yabu and Glenn Pushelberg oversee one
of the recognized design firms in the world. The
Yabu Pushelberg studios redefine how the world
sees and experiences the built environment. The
work is designed collectively; it is imaginative,
thoughtful, and honest, while continuously
moving between the rational and the intuitive.
It is this interchangeability of their individual
roles, that in unison, is distinctive.

© Yabu Pushelberg

Yabu Pushelberg is an international design firm,
with studios in Toronto and SoHo, New York,
founded in 1980 by Glenn Pushelberg and George
Yabu. Focused teams of design and project
management personnel specialize in interior,
furniture and product design for the hospitality
and retail industries. The amazing design firm
also does stunning residential projects.

As they spend much of our time traveling they
find inspiration everywhere. Yabu Pushelberg
say “We are inspired by other people, beautiful
things; inspiration can be found in the simplest to
most complex forms.“ The firm has been honored
with the Platinum Circle Award for its exceptional
achievement in the hospitality industry as well
as with the James Beard Foundation Award for
excellence in restaurant design. Partners George
Yabu and Glenn Pushelberg were voted among
the “101 people you must meet in 2011” by Town
& Country magazine, named among the top 25

designers by Elle Décor magazine, and have been
inducted into the Interior Design magazine Hall
of Fame. Condé Nast Traveler magazine named
Yabu Pushelberg the “Hot Interior Design Firm”
of 2011.
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ZZ ARCHITECTS
India · www.zzarchitects.net

© ZZ Architects

© ZZ Architects

ZZ Architects is a Mumbai based design studio
powered by creativity and innovation. As a
multidisciplinary award-winning design firm led
by Principal Architects Krupa Zubin and Zubin
Zainuddin, ZZ Architects expresses their creative
works with the emphasis on “Attention to Detail”.
Known as one of the leading Architectural and
Interior Design Firms in India, ZZ Architects is a
wonderful formation of an extremely passionate
group of Architects, Interior Designers and Graphic
Visualizers who strive constantly to innovate and
create amazing interior design projects.

With a creative and supreme team of over 60
Architects and Interior Designers, their work
incorporates modern architecture and interior
design projects across many categories and
clients spread all around leading cities in India
and also internationally cities: each team contains
members with expertise in various aspects like
project management, visualization, and design
development. In each project that they develop,
the research is one of the main goals, and so
critical to be competitive in an ever-evolving
international design market.
© ZZ Architects

© ZZ Architects
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CONTACTS

BROWN DAVIS
www.browndavis.com

ELECTRIX DESIGN
www.electrixdesign.com

CAMERON INTERIORS
www.cameroninteriors.com.hk

ERIC KUSTER
www.erickuster.com

CAMERON WOO DESIGN
www.cameronwoodesign.com

FOX NAHEM ASSOCIATES
www.foxnahem.com

CARLISLE DESIGN STUDIO
www.carlisledesignstudio.com

FRANCIS SULTANA
www.francissultana.com

CARLO DONATI
www.carlodonati.it

GENSLER
www.gensler.com

CASA DO PASSADIÇO
www.casadopassadico.com

GREG NATALE
www.gregnatale.com

CELIA SAWYER
www.celiasawyer.com

H2 YACHT
www.h2yachtdesign.com

CHAD OPPENHEIM
www.oppenoffice.com

HBA
www.hba.com

CILIEGIO INTERIOR
www.ciliegiointerior.ru

HIBOU DESIGN & CO
www.hiboudesignco.com

COCHET PAÏS ARCHITECTURE
www.cochetpais.com

HOK
www.hok.com

COREY DAMEN JENKIS
www.coreydamenjenkins.com

HOUSE OF STYLE NJ
www.houseofstyleinteriors.com

DARA HUANG
www.dhliberty.com

HUMBERT & POYET
www.humbertpoyet.com

ARTHUR DUNNAM FOR JED
JOHNSON STUDIO
www.adforjj.com

DAUN CURRY
www.dauncurry.com

JAIME BERIESTAIN
www.beriestain.com

ASTET STUDIO
www.astet.studio

DAVID COLLINS STUDIO
www.davidcollins.studio

JAMIE BUSH + CO
www.jamiebush.com

ATELIER BIAGETTI
www.astet.studio

DAVID HICKS
www.davidhicks.com

JASMINE LAM
www.jasminelam.com

BEN WU
www.benwustudio.com

DESIGN INTERVENTION
www.designintervention.com.sg

JEAN-LOUIS DENIOT
www.deniot.com

BERGMAN & MAR
www.bergmanandmar.com

DIMORESTUDIO
www.dimorestudio.eu

JEFF ANDREWS
www.jeffandrewsdesign.com

BISHOP DESIGN
www.wearebishopdesign.com

DLARCHITECTURE
www.dl-architecture.net

JEFFREY BEERS INTERNATIONAL
www.jeffreybeers.com

BOLSHAKOVA INTERIORS
www.bolshakova-interiors.com

DOME MILANO
www.domemilano.com/en

JESSICA GERSTEN
www.jessicagersteninteriors.com

BRENDAN WONG
www.brendanwong.com

DOMOFF INTERIORS
www.domoff-interiors.com

JOANNA LAVÉN
www.joannalaven.se

AB CONCEPT
www.abconcept.net
ADRIANA NICOLAU
www.adriananicolau.es
AEDAS ARCHITECTS
www.aedas.com
ANEMONE WILLE VÅG
www.anemone.no
ALEXANDRA FEDOROVA
www.fedorova.ru
ALIX LAWSON
www.alixlawson.com
AMANDA HAMILTON
www.amandahamiltondesign.com
AMY LAU
www.amylaudesign.com
ANDRE FU
www.andrefustudio.com
APPLEGATE TRAN INTERIORS
www.applegatetran.com
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JOE GINSBERG
www.joeginsberg.com

MATTEO THUN & PARTNERS
www.matteothun.com

SARTORIAL INTERIORS
www.sartorialinteriors.com.au

JONATHAN ADLER
www.jonathanadler.com

MAURIZIO LAI
www.laistudio.com

SASHA BIKOFF
www.sashabikoff.com

JORGE CAÑETE
www.jorgecanete.com

NATALIA MIYAR
www.nataliamiyar.com

STÉPHANIE COUTAS
www.stephaniecoutas.com

JOSEPHINE HURLEY
ARCHITECTURE
www.josephinehurley.com

NINI ANDRADE DA SILVA
www.niniandradesilva.com

STUDIA 54
www.studia-54.ru

O&A DESIGN
www.oa-design.com

STUDIO MHNA
www.studio-mhna.com/en

OLSON KUNDIG
www.olsonkundig.com

STUDIOTEN
www.studioten.ca

PEPE CALDERIN DESIGN
www.pepecalderindesign.com

STUDIOPEPE
www.studiopepe.info

PETER MARINO
www.petermarinoarchitect.com

TARA BERNERD
www.tarabernerd.com

PETI LAU
www.petilau.com

TAYLOR HOWES
www.taylorhowes.co.uk

PIERRE-YVES ROCHON
www.pyr-design.com

TIHANY DESIGN
www.tihanydesign.com

PTANG STUDIO
www.ptangstudio.com

T.O. INTERIOR DESIGN
www.tointeriordesign.com

QUINCOCES-DRAGÒ & PARTNERS
www.quincocesdrago.com

TOM DIXON
www.tomdixon.net

RICHARD MISHAAN
www.richardmishaan.com

TRIP HAENISCH
www.triphaenisch.com

ROBERT COUTURIER INC
www.robertcouturier.com

VICTORIA HAGAN
www.victoriahagan.com

ROCKWELL GROUP
www.rockwellgroup.com

VIKTOR UDZENIJA
www.viktorudzenija.com

ROMANEK DESIGN STUDIO
www.romanekdesignstudio.com

VUDAFIERI & PARTNERS
www.vudafierisaverino.it

ROTTET STUDIO
www.rottetstudio.com

WARD 5 DESIGN
www.ward5design.com

SARA FOLCH INTERIOR DESIGN
www.sarafolch.com

WATG
www.watg.com

SARA STORY
www.sarastorydesign.com

YABU PUSHELBERG
www.yabupushelberg.com

SARAH LAVOINE
www.maisonsarahlavoine.com

ZZ ARCHITECTS
www.zzarchitects.net

JUAN PABLO MOLYNEUX
www.molyneuxstudio.com
JULIE HILLMAN
www.juliehillman.com
KATERINA LASHMANOVA
www.lashmanova.ru/pages/en/index.html
KELLY HOPPEN
www.kellyhoppeninteriors.com
KHUSHALANI ASSOCIATES
www.khushalani.in
KOKAISTUDIOS
www.kokaistudios.com
KRIS TURNBULL
www.kristurnbull.com
LALLY & BERGER
www.lallyberger.com
LOUIS DUNCAN-HE
www.louisdhe.com
MAISON MALAPERT
www.maisonmalapert.com
MARCEL WANDERS
www.marcelwanders.com
MARCO PIVA
www.studiomarcopiva.com/V1.1/
MARKZEFF
www.markzeff.com
MARMOL RADZINER
www.marmol-radziner.com
MARTYN LAWRENCE BULLARD
www.martynlawrencebullard.com
MATTEO NUNZIATI
www.matteonunziati.com
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